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ABSTRACT 

Childhood mental health problems are considered to fall along internalizing and 

externalizing dimensions; however, this framing does not fully capture the complexity of 

the relations among these symptoms. Specifically, internalizing problems (Int), conduct 

problems (CP), and callous/unemotional (CU) behaviors frequently co-occur and may 

share emotion functioning and contextual correlates that differentially confer risk across 

these potential symptom profiles. Research is shifting toward testing models of shared 

vulnerabilities to childhood emotional and behavioral symptoms, but has yet to 

extensively examine CU behaviors concurrently with these symptoms. The culmination 

of findings across relevant literature, though sparse, identifies candidate shared child-

specific correlates such as emotion function (i.e., recognition, regulation, lability, 

processing); exposure to community violence; parent emotion socialization practices; and 

peer processes (e.g., bullying/victimization, social support) as shared correlates of Int, 

CP, and CU behaviors that may further differentiate profiles that differ in the frequency, 

type, or severity of symptoms. Such information could facilitate identification of youth at 

risk for problematic symptoms and outcomes. The current study sought to identify 

profiles of Int, CP, and CU behaviors in a sample of 104 low-income (69% income < 

$19,999; all eligible for free school meals) urban youth (M= 9.93 ± 1.22 years old; 50% 

male; 95% African American). Teachers rated Int, CP, and CU behaviors; and caregivers 

rated their emotion socialization practices and youth emotion regulation and lability. 

Youth reported on bullying, peer victimization, social support, and exposure to 

community violence and completed two lab tasks to assess emotion recognition and 

processing. A latent profile analysis yielded three teacher-reported profiles: (1) high 
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internalizing, moderate CU, and moderate CP (High-Int/Mod-CU/CP, n = 16; 51.7% 

male); (2) high generalized anxiety disorder symptoms, CU, and CP (High-GAD/CU/CP, 

n = 16; 80.9% male); and (3) low problematic behaviors (Low, n = 59; 45.5% male), with 

the first two profiles rated as having co-occurring presentations of anxiety, depression, 

and CU behaviors, with different levels of CP. Auxiliary analyses revealed that the High-

Int/Mod-CU/CP and High-GAD/CU/CP profiles differed only in levels of recognition of 

sad facial expressions, whereas the High-GAD/CU/CP and Low profiles differed on 

witnessing community violence and emotion regulation. The High-GAD/CU/CP profile 

also reportedly exhibited the greatest engagement in bullying and emotional lability. 

Current findings add to the growing literature on profiles of youth emotional and 

behavioral problems that include different constellations with co-occurring CU behaviors 

among youth in contexts that place them at increased risk for poor functional outcomes.  

 

Keywords: callous/unemotional behaviors, internalizing problems, conduct problems, at-

risk youth, risk/resilience  
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CHAPTER 1 

MANUSCRIPT IN JOURNAL ARTICLE FORMAT 

 Psychological disorders in childhood and adolescence are typically viewed as 

variants along internalizing (i.e., anxiety and depressive symptoms) or externalizing (i.e., 

symptoms of oppositional/defiant disorder [ODD], conduct disorder [CD], and attention 

deficit/hyperactivity disorder) dimensions (Achenbach & Edelbrock, 1983, 1991) or as 

distinct and separate diagnostic entities (American Psychiatric Association, 2013; 

McDonough-Caplan, Klein, & Beauchaine, 2018). Internalizing and externalizing 

symptoms are highly correlated, predictive of one another (Drabick, Gadow, Sprafkin, 

2006; Gilliom & Shaw, 2004), and co-occur at rates that are greater than chance 

(Achenbach & Edelbrock, 1987; Merikangas, He, Burstein, et al., 2010). Further, both 

internalizing and externalizing symptoms are associated with negative outcomes in 

development (Gorman-Smith, Henry, & Tolan, 2004; Macmillan, McMorris, & 

Kruttschnitt, 2004; Webster, MacDonald & Simpson, 2006). Research is shifting toward 

exploring and identifying shared correlates of psychological symptoms that confer risk 

within and across the internalizing and externalizing dimensions (Aldao, Gee, De Los 

Reyes, & Seager, 2016; McDonough-Caplan et al., 2018). Nevertheless, conclusions 

about associations among co-occurring emotional and behavioral symptoms remain 

limited given the lack of research designs across internalizing and externalizing 

symptoms and potential shared risk factors or correlates.  

 For example, callous/unemotional (CU) behaviors, defined as restricted 

emotionality, lack of empathy, lack of guilt, and manipulative use of others (Frick, 2004), 
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seem to fall along both emotional and behavioral symptom continua, but only are 

diagnosed as a specifier for CD (i.e., “with limited prosocial emotions”). Historically, 

research has examined CU behaviors in conjunction with conduct problems (CP), which 

typically are comprised of the combination of ODD and CD symptoms (e.g., Frick, Ray, 

Thornton, & Kahn, 2014a; Frick & White, 2008; Schoorl, Van Rijn, De Wied, Van 

Goozen, & Swaab, 2016). However, research has yet to extensively investigate CP, CU 

behaviors, and internalizing symptoms concurrently. Such consideration of CU behaviors 

in conjunction with emotional and behavioral problems may be useful given their 

purported exacerbating nature (Viding & McCrory, 2018) and rates of co-occurrence for 

CU behaviors and CP with and without anxiety (e.g., Cecil, McCrory, Barker, Guiney, & 

Viding, 2018). Notwithstanding the patterns of findings within literature on internalizing 

and externalizing symptoms, as well as CP and CU behaviors, research largely neglects 

to address interrelations with CU behaviors, thereby constraining conceptualizations of 

childhood psychological symptoms to internalizing and externalizing symptoms. Taken 

together, research across co-occurring internalizing and externalizing problems and CP 

with CU point to candidate shared risk and resilience correlates across child-specific (i.e., 

emotion functioning), family (i.e., parenting practices), school (i.e., peer interactions), 

and community (i.e., violence exposure) contextual factors, though more expansive 

research is necessary to accurately identify shared correlates and their relations with these 

symptoms.  

 Taking a developmental psychopathology perspective is useful to review 

candidate shared risk processes for internalizing problems, CP, and CU behaviors due to 

the dynamic and transactional manner in which youth interact with their context 
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throughout development. However, interactions between child-specific and contextual 

risk and resilience factors, including the family, school, and community in which the 

child develops, can lead to a variety of outcomes for youth developing in similar contexts 

(multifinality). Investigation into the relations among co-occurring CU behaviors, CP, 

and internalizing symptoms (i.e., anxiety, depression) has the potential to inform 

etiological and intervention models for youth at differential risk for co-occurring 

symptoms (Keiley, Lofthouse, Bates, Dodge, & Pettit, 2003; Rutter, 1997). The current 

study applied this framework and focused on identifying subgroups of youth according to 

levels of co-occurring CP, CU behaviors, depressive, and anxiety symptoms, and then 

determined whether subgroups of co-occurring symptoms differed on child-specific and 

contextual risk/resilience factors.  

Variants of CU Behaviors 

 Research primarily focuses on comparing co-occurring CP and CU behaviors with 

and without anxiety symptoms (e.g., Euler, Jenkel, Stadler, et al., 2015; Fanti, Demetriou, 

& Kimonis, 2013). This focus on an overall anxiety symptom dimension and whether it 

co-occurs with CP and CU behaviors is due to extant theories of variants of adult 

psychopathy. Specifically, Karpman (1941) theorized that there are two subgroups of 

adults with psychopathy (which includes many CU traits) who differ in terms of 

constitutional versus acquired psychopathy, which purportedly develops as a result of 

environmental insult (Falkenbach, Poythress, & Creevy, 2008). Work in adult offender 

samples has yielded findings that seem to support a two-variant model of CU behaviors 

in justice-involved and clinical samples of youth (Bennett & Kerig, 2014; Viding & 

McCrory, 2015): those that present with co-occurring anxiety (acquired) and those who 
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are not anxious, but display a constitutionally CU interpersonal style instead (e.g., 

Waschbusch, Baweja, Babinski, Mayes, & Waxmonsky, 2020). One of the few studies on 

concurrent CP and internalizing symptoms with/without CU behaviors found that youth 

with low/no symptoms and youth with CP with CU behaviors displayed low levels of 

depression symptoms, whereas anxious youth and those with co-occurring symptoms 

with CU behaviors exhibited high levels of major depressive disorder symptoms (Cecil et 

al., 2018). Moreover, youth with co-occurring symptoms with CU behaviors exhibited 

the most severe internalizing and externalizing symptoms (Cecil et al., 2018). 

  Unfortunately, in addition to the dearth of literature that examines co-occurring 

internalizing symptoms, CP, and CU behaviors, conclusions regarding concurrent 

symptoms are further constrained by the lack of examination of relationships with 

internalizing symptoms more broadly (i.e., depression, generalized, and social anxiety). 

Nonetheless, relevant results imply that there is heterogeneity in symptom profiles of 

concurrent internalizing symptoms, CP, with/without CU behaviors, as well as 

differences in symptom severity across those profiles. Collectively, these findings suggest 

that the combination of internalizing symptoms and CP with CU behaviors is related to 

increased risk for more impairment when compared to CP with and without CU 

behaviors. Given this heterogeneity, the use of a person-centered approach is most 

suitable as this approach can aid in the examination and identification of potential 

correlates that may differentiate profiles of concurrent symptoms. Moreover, an 

individualized approach is helpful for early identification of youth who are at risk for 

more negative outcomes. Therefore, identifying shared correlates that confer risk among 

profiles of concurrent internalizing symptoms, CP, and CU behaviors is pertinent because 
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these symptoms may influence each other and shared correlates in ways that differentially 

confer risk or promote resilience across profiles of these symptoms.   

Shared Child-Specific Risk/Resilience Factors 

Findings from relevant work generally suggest dimensions of emotion functioning 

that differentially serve as risk or protective factors across profiles of internalizing, CP, 

and CU behaviors in high risk youth (e.g., Barker & Salekin, 2012; Cecilione, Rappaport, 

Verhulst, et al., 2017). Moreover, some researchers argue that internalizing problems, CP, 

and CU behaviors may share correlates within a larger emotional domain (Maughan, 

Rowe, Messer, Goodman, & Meltzer, 2004), though research considering internalizing 

symptoms and CU behaviors is necessary to confirm this argument. Given these patterns, 

the current study tested whether profiles could be differentiated by the following 

dimensions of emotion functioning: regulation, negative emotionality / lability, 

processing, and recognition. 

Emotion Functioning 

 Research has implicated emotion regulation (ability to modulate duration and/or 

the intensity of emotional states: Cicchetti, Ackerman, & Izard, 1995; Gross, 1998) as a 

shared correlate across internalizing and externalizing symptoms. However, due in large 

part to variance in operationalization of emotion regulation, findings with respect to 

differential relations between emotion regulation and internalizing or externalizing 

symptoms is difficult to parse (Compas, Jaser, Bettis, et al., 2017). Some findings map 

onto the internalizing symptoms and CP dichotomy (Casey, 1996) in that youth who have 

internalizing problems are thought to over-regulate (overcontrol) their emotions whereas 
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youth with CP tend to under-regulate their emotions (Casey, 1996; Wills, Simons, 

Sussman, & Knight, 2016). Others recently argued that internalizing and externalizing 

symptoms are positively linked to experiencing emotions without the capacity to down-

regulate the emotions (Brenning, Soenens, Vansteenkiste, De Clercq, & Antrop, 2021). 

On the whole, emotion regulation appears to be a shared correlate for internalizing and 

externalizing symptoms (Aldao et al., 2016; Brenning et al., 2021), evinced by a general 

pattern of negative associations between emotion regulation and internalizing and/or 

externalizing problems (Eisenberg, Spinrad, & Eggum, 2010). 

 Findings yielded from the limited number of studies of profile differences of 

emotion regulation among variants of CU behaviors (co-occurring CP and anxiety 

symptoms with/without CU behaviors) is similarly difficult to interpret. Authors of 

relevant literature note that youth with CP, anxiety, and CU behaviors (acquired) have 

increased difficulty with emotion regulation (Graziano, Landis, Maharaj, Ros-Demarize, 

Hart, & Garcia, 2019) and use emotion regulation strategies that are particularly 

susceptible to the effects of adverse experiences (Kimonis, Fanti, Goulter, & Hall, 2017). 

Youth with CU behaviors and CP, irrespective of co-occurring anxiety, are able to 

experience emotional arousal, though levels of arousal seem to differ. Youth with co-

occurring internalizing problems and CP with CU behaviors (acquired) may experience 

heightened emotional responses and have difficulty exhibiting socially appropriate 

responses such that they present as callous and uncaring (Cecil et al., 2018). On the other 

hand, youth with CP and CU behaviors in the absence of anxiety exhibit decreased 

reactivity to negative emotional stimuli (Lozier, Cardinale, VanMeter, & Marsh, 2014; 

White, Marsh, Fowler, et al., 2012), including decreased physiological responsiveness to 
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negative emotions (Loney, Frick, Clements, Ellis, & Kerlin, 2003), and thus, may not 

experience negative emotions as intensely, circumventing the need to exert much effort to 

suppress or regulate their emotions.  

 Negative emotionality (lability) indicates under-control of inhibition of emotion 

expression and is a significant shared risk factor for CP (Stringaris & Goodman, 2009), 

internalizing problems (Krueger & Markon, 2006), co-occurring internalizing and 

externalizing problems (Maughan et al., 2004), as well as CP and CU behaviors to a 

lesser extent (Barker & Salekin, 2012; Waschbusch et al., 2020). Research on variants of 

CU behaviors shows that a subgroup of youth with co-occurring symptoms (acquired) are 

more prone to endorse negative emotionality and exhibit increased emotional expression 

and reactivity (Kimonis, Frick, Cauffman, Goldweber, & Skeem, 2012; Kimonis, 

Goulter, & Hall, 2017), negative affect (Sharf, Kimonis, & Howard, 2014), and 

heightened levels of emotional lability (Ezpeleta, Granero, de la Osa, & Doménech, 

2017) that do not differ from levels of lability in youth with high levels of anxiety 

symptoms alone (Cecil et al., 2018). On the contrary, subgroups of youth with CU 

behaviors and CP (no anxiety) or low symptoms overall exhibited similar profiles of low 

levels of negative emotionality/ lability (Lozier et al., 2014; White et al., 2012) and others 

found no correlation among CU behaviors and anxiety disorders after accounting for 

negative emotionality (Waschbusch et al., 2020). Thus, the pattern of findings for 

emotion reactivity and lability across youth CP, CU behaviors, with and without 

concurrent internalizing problems suggests that youth with these co-occurring symptoms 

seem emotionally reactive in a manner which differs from youth with CP and CU 

behaviors (Cecil et al., 2018).  
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 Distinctions in emotion processing among subgroups of youth with CP with CU 

behaviors may be related to the tendency of youth with CU behaviors to divert attention 

from emotionally significant aspects of their environment (Adolphs, Gosselin, Buchanan, 

et al., 2005; Dadds, Allen, McGregor, et al., 2014; Dadds, Masry, Wimalaweera, & 

Guastella, 2008), whereas youth with anxiety and CP with CU behaviors (acquired) 

exhibit increased attention to negative emotional stimuli (Kimonis et al., 2012). Youth 

with CP and CU behaviors appear to exhibit emotion processing deficits in the form of 

hypoarousal to negative emotional stimuli (Bennett & Kerig, 2014; Dackis, Rogosch, & 

Cicchetti, 2015; Kimonis et al., 2017; Kimonis et al., 2012). On the other hand, it has 

been argued that youth with acquired CU behaviors may employ emotion processing 

strategies similar to traumatized youth (emotional numbing and nonacceptance of 

emotions) that have been implicated in the callous façade that masks emotional reactions 

in traumatized youth (Bennett & Kerig, 2014; Kerig, Bennett, Thompson, & Becker, 

2012). 

 Deficits in emotion recognition have been observed in youth who are broadly 

defined as anxious-depressed (Guyer, McClure, Adler, et al., 2007; Southam-Gerow & 

Kendall, 2002) and youth with CU behaviors and CP (Blair, Peschardt, Budhani, 

Mitchell, & Pine, 2006; Dadds, Perry, Hawes, et al., 2006; White, Briggs-Gowan, Voss, 

et al., 2016). Although dysfunctions in emotion recognition are apparent across child 

psychiatric problems, there is variance in emotion-specific recognition deficits across 

profiles of internalizing symptoms and CP with/without CU behaviors. Depression has 

been linked to bias in recognition of happy and sad facial expressions (Leppänen, 2006), 

whereas anxiety is related to hypersensitivity to threatening stimuli, like fearful and angry 
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faces (Bar-Him, Lamy, Pergamin, Bakermans-Kranenburg, & Van IJzendoorn, 2007). 

Youth with CP and CU behaviors exhibit particular difficulty recognizing negative facial 

expressions, evincing an insensitivity to detecting fear and sadness (Blair, Colledge, 

Murray, & Mitchell, 2001; Blair et al., 2006;  Dadds et al., 2006; Marsh, Finger, Mitchell, 

et al., 2008). However, this may not be true of all youth with CP and CU behaviors as a 

recent study found that CP and CU behaviors were associated with greater accuracy of 

recognition of fear, but only at low levels of trait anxiety in exploratory analyses (Kahn, 

Frick, Golmaryami, & Marsee, 2017), underscoring the need for more clarity on profiles 

of youth emotional and behavioral problems. 

 In conclusion, recent research on CP with CU behaviors and anxiety symptoms 

appear to support complex relationships with emotion functioning across symptom 

profiles. Relevant research broadly suggests that youth with co-occurring internalizing 

symptoms and CP with CU behaviors exhibit the poorest affective functioning and 

greatest rates of behavioral risk, suggesting that this subgroup may represent a 

particularly vulnerable subset of youth (Cecil et al., 2018). Therefore, patterns of findings 

also indicate the importance of affective functioning in identifying variants of CU 

behaviors as well as characterizing problem behaviors in youth more broadly. 

Shared Contextual Risk/Resilience Factors 

The broader socioecological contexts in which youth develop play an integral role 

in youth development. Specifically, contextual factors interact with child-specific factors 

in ways that confer risk or resilience and the manner in which these factors interact may 

vary across symptom profiles. According to Bronfenbrenner’s (1979) model of ecological 

systems, the important layers of context for youth development include aspects of the 
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family, school, and neighborhood environments. To this end, the current study explored 

shared correlates across these layers of context to determine whether each differentiates 

profiles of youth emotional and behavioral problems.  

Parenting Practices 

 Parent socialization practices are an important contextual correlate to consider 

given the scaffolding it provides for youth emotional development. Moreover, profiles of 

youth problem behaviors may differ on reported levels of supportive and nonsupportive 

parent socialization practices. Parents socialize youth emotion by their appraisal then 

response to youth emotion (Godleski, Eiden, Shisler, & Livingston, 2020). Parent 

emotion socialization styles are characterized as either supporting/coaching (supportive) 

or dismissing of emotions (nonsupportive) (Gottman, Katz, & Hooven, 1996; Pasalich, 

Waschbusch, Dadds, & Hawes, 2014). Parents that adopt a nonsupportive style tend to 

invalidate youth affect, encourage avoidance and/or minimization of negative emotions, 

and tend to want to change or fix negative feelings quickly (Gottman et al., 1996; 

Pasalich et al., 2014). On the contrary, parents that employ supportive socialization 

practices ask questions and label their child’s emotions, which may help in the 

development of empathy by scaffolding a greater awareness and understanding of 

emotions in their child (Dadds, Cauchi, Wimalaweera, Hawes, & Brennan, 2012). 

 Gentle parental discipline is thought to elicit sufficient levels of anxiety, foster 

internal attributions, and promote effective processing of parental socialization messages 

among youth who are fearful (Gershoff, 2002; Kochanska, 1995). Conversely, youth with 

high CU behaviors and low anxiety appear to have attenuated motivation to internalize 
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caregiver messages due to their lack of sufficient arousal by punishment (Dadds & 

Salmon, 2003; Fowles & Kochanska, 2000; Pardini, 2006) and have higher rates of 

nonsupportive parenting practices (Fanti et al., 2013; Frick, Cornell, Bodin, et al., 2003a). 

Given the bi-directional relationship between the parent and child, it is possible that a 

harsh parental emotional style may result in response to youth who exhibit CU behaviors. 

By the same token, a callous interpersonal style displayed by the child could be an 

adaptive response to parental rejection of emotions, among youth with CU behaviors and 

anxiety (Mozley, Modrowski, & Kerig, 2018). Therefore, the effectiveness of caregiver 

socialization practices of prosocial skills and emotion coping and the manner in which 

youth respond to and internalize parental practices related to emotion socialization may 

lead to divergent outcomes and distinguish subgroups of symptom profiles, including CU 

behaviors (e.g., Trumello, Babore, Candelori, Morelli, & Bianchi, 2018).  

Peer Relations 

 Literature on (a) concurrent internalizing and CP and (b) CP with and without CU 

behaviors suggests that peer dysfunction may be a shared correlate that confers risk 

among these types of symptoms (Price, Drabick, Ridenour, 2019), though the types of 

dysfunction related to these conditions are different. For example, youth with concurrent 

internalizing problems and CP are more prone to peer rejection (Keiley, Lofthouse, 

Bates, Dodge, & Pettit, 2003), and youth with CP tend to be disliked and rejected by 

conventional peers (Kupersmidt & Patterson, 1991), which is likely related to their lack 

of appropriate social skills (Beelmann, & Lösel, 2006). This social deficiency and peer 

rejection fosters opportunities to build relationships among youth with problem 
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behaviors, which, in turn, increases risk for and provides a proximal context in which 

youth affiliate with deviant peers (Fanti & Henrich, 2010; Lacourse, Nagin, Tremblay, 

Vitaro, & Claes, 2003; Laird, Jordan, Dodge, Pettit, & Bates, 2001). Further, among 

youth with CP, those with co-occurring internalizing symptoms are at a higher risk of 

negative experiences in peer relationships, association with deviant peers, as well as 

participation in delinquent acts (Fanti & Henrich, 2010; Miller-Johnson, Lochman, Coie, 

Terry, & Hyman, 1998; Oland & Shaw, 2005; Wright, Zakriski, & Drinkwater, 1999), 

and display more limited fundamental social skills (Fanti & Henrich, 2010).  

 In regard to research on CP and CU behaviors, some researchers found that youth 

with CP and CU behaviors evinced higher levels of social support than youth with CP 

(Muñoz, Kerr, & Besic, 2008). However, most results indicate that the combination of 

CU behaviors and CP increases the risk of engagement in bullying (Fanti, 2013; Fanti & 

Kimonis, 2013; Fontaine, Hanscombe, Berg, McCrory, & Viding, 2018) and that peer 

rejection is uniquely associated with CU behaviors and negative emotionality, which is 

prevalent in CP (Waschbusch et al., 2020). Youth with co-occurring anxiety, CU 

behaviors and CP may display negative emotionality that increases risk of peer 

victimization (Barker & Salekin, 2012; Patterson & Capaldi, 1990). It is also likely that 

peers find the apparent remorseless affect and reduced sensitivity to the emotional cues of 

others (Dadds, Kimonis, Schollar-Root, Moul, & Hawes, 2018) prevalent in CU 

behaviors to be off-putting (Waschbusch et al., 2020). Moreover, among youth with co-

occurring CP and CU behaviors, those with anxiety are more prone to be victimized in 

peer interactions, whereas those without anxiety are more likely to engage in bullying 

behaviors (Ciucci, Baroncelli, Franchi, Golmaryami, & Frick, 2014; Golmaryami, Frick, 
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Hemphill, et al., 2016). Youth with high CU and CP have attenuated concerns for social 

goals (Crick & Dodge, 1996; Frick et al., 2014a), and exhibit lower rates of prosocial 

behaviors (Fontaine, McCrory, Boivin, Moffitt, & Viding, 2011; Frick et al. 2003), which 

may impede their attainment of social support (Frick & Dantagnan, 2005).   

 Collectively, extant literature shows that deficits in social functioning are 

differentially implicated in concurrent internalizing problems and CP with and without 

CU behaviors. Given that CP and CU behaviors are related to dysfunction in social 

situations that can gradually lead to the development of anxiety and depression (Kiesner, 

2002; Lee & Bukowski, 2012), it is possible that the additional risk for dysfunction is 

related to interrelations with internalizing problems more broadly (not just anxiety). 

Therefore, profiles of concurrent symptoms may be differentiated by correlates of peer 

relations and interactions.  

Community Experiences 

 Exposure to acute and chronic adversity is a significant risk factor for youth 

mental health problems (e.g., Evans, Li, & Whipple, 2013; Grant, McCormick, 

Poindexter, et al., 2005; Kushner, 2015; Sharf, Kimonis, & Howard, 2014; Taylor, Grant, 

Zulauf, et al., 2018) and African American children are more likely to live in poverty 

compared to non-Latino White children (Proctor & Dalaker, 2003). Transactions among 

youth emotion functioning and environmental threat may play a primary role in the 

development of symptoms and lead to different pathways that confer either risk or 

resilience among at-risk youth (Aldao et al., 2016; Attar & Guerra, 1994; Compas et al., 

2017; Davis, Ammons, Dahl, & Kliewer, 2015; Troy, Ford, McRae, Zarolia, & Mauss, 
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2017; Nolen-Hoeksema, Wisco, & Lyubomirsky, 2008; Zimmer-Gembeck & Skinner, 

2016). For example, parental psychological distress is positively related to financial 

strain, neighborhood stress, and nonsupportive parenting practices and predicts negative 

adjustment in youth (Barrera, Prelow, Dumka, et al., 2002; Gutman, McLoyd & 

Tokoyawa, 2005). Moreover, youth from families with a low socioeconomic status and / 

or who experience family adversity are at elevated risk for internalizing problems and CP 

(Ackerman, D’Eramo, Umylny, Schultz, & Izard, 2001; Barrera et al., 2002; Duggal, 

Carlson, Sroufe, & Egeland, 2001; Fanti & Henrich, 2010; Gross, Shaw, & Moilanen, 

2008; Keiley et al., 2000; Morris, Silk, Steinberg, Myers, & Robinson, 2007), as well as 

CU related to contextual disadvantage (Barker & Salekin, 2012; Davis et al., 2015). 

However, not all youth who experience adversity go on to develop symptoms though the 

research on these distinctions is mixed.  

Some research purports that youth with high levels of CU behaviors are not 

substantially influenced by contextual risk factors (Kroneman, Hipwell, Loeber, Koot, & 

Pardini, 2011), whereas youth with lower levels of CU behaviors and CP may be more 

influenced by contextual factors. Other findings suggest that some individuals with 

higher levels of CU behaviors are significantly impacted by contextual influences (e.g., 

Sadeh, Javdani, Jackson, et al., 2010). For example, chronic exposure to trauma, like 

community violence, can interfere with emotion recognition, processing, and presentation 

in ways that constitute a callous-unemotional presentation (Bennett & Kerig, 2014; Kerig 

et al., 2012). Further, the link between CU and CP severity and persistence may be 

strongest among youth who experience more life stressors such as chronic community 

violence exposure and poverty (Frick & Dantagnan, 2005). Therefore, the neighborhood 
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context may be related to CU behaviors and confer risk through heightened exposure to 

physical and psychosocial stressors, like economic deprivation and violence, for some 

youth. Despite findings like these that plainly document the negative correlates of 

economic hardship on parenting practices and contextual disadvantage for youth 

development, there is currently a dearth of research regarding the relationships among 

contextual influence, CU behaviors, internalizing symptoms, and CP, especially in high-

risk community samples. As such, there is insufficient understanding of how concurrent 

CU, CP, and internalizing symptoms relate to identified correlates across domains of 

functioning in low income samples, despite heightened risk for negative outcomes (Cecil 

et al., 2018; Waschbusch et al., 2020) and over saturation of ethnic minority individuals 

in low-income samples (Gutman et al., 2005).   

 Most of what is known about CP, CU behaviors, and correlates is gleaned from 

research using justice-involved (Kahn, Byrd, & Pardini, 2013) and clinic-referred 

samples (e.g., Hawes & Dadds, 2007; Manders, Dekovic, Asscher, van der Laan, & Prins, 

2013). Conclusions from this work largely indicate that among incarcerated youth with 

CP and CU, those with co-occurring anxiety represent a particularly vulnerable subgroup 

characterized by a sensitivity to contextual influence through histories of trauma, 

increased co-occurring symptoms, and affective dysfunction (Cecil et al., 2018). 

Researchers have argued that trauma histories represent a key factor that can be used to 

distinguish variants of youth CU behavior profiles. Among high-risk clinical youth, those 

with co-occurring CU behaviors, anxiety, and CP tend to have exposure to environmental 

trauma (Viding & McCrory, 2015), whereas youth with CP with CU behaviors have 

undifferentiated levels of response to trauma exposure compared to youth with low 
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symptoms overall despite shared contextual disadvantage (Viding & Kimonis, 2017). 

Thus, youth with co-occurring anxiety and CP with CU behaviors appear to experience 

more negative outcomes, even when compared to youth with anxiety, given the negative 

outcomes related to anxiety and CU behaviors (Cecil et al., 2018). These findings 

underscore the need to consider community/neighborhood contexts, given the distinctions 

in individual functioning across variants in that youth with CU behaviors and CP without 

anxiety did not evince emotional problems in these samples (desensitization; Cooley-

Quille, Boyd, Frantz, & Walsh, 2001; Frick & Morris, 2004; Kimonis, Frick, & Barry, 

2004).  

Work examining more community-based samples is paramount to ascertain 

whether similar distinctions among youth with CU behaviors can be distinguished (Cecil 

et al., 2018) and if findings from justice-involved and clinic-referred youth generalize to 

other high-risk samples of youth (Kahn et al., 2013). It is also crucial to assess the 

structure and function of emotional and behavioral problems in samples with a large 

number of ethnic minority individuals and in low-income samples, especially given that 

concerns about the validity of CU behaviors in ethnic minority samples have been raised 

(Edens & Cahill, 2007), and rates of trauma may be especially high in low-income 

samples (Berger, 2005; Craig & Moretti, 2019). Thus, it remains unclear whether the co-

occurrence of CU, CP, and internalizing symptoms share correlates that differentially 

confer risk for negative outcomes across layers of context, especially among low-income, 

urban youth. Given the potential exacerbating nature of CU when presenting with co-

occurring emotional symptoms and associations among contextual influences and CU 

behaviors, consideration of factors that may confer risk or promote positive functioning 
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despite adversity (resilience) among youth developing in contextually disadvantaged 

circumstances is paramount (Compas et al., 2017). 

The Current Study 

 Internalizing symptoms, CP, and CU behaviors each have been implicated as risk 

factors for negative developmental outcomes (Gorman-Smith et al., 2004; Macmillan et 

al., 2004; Webster et al., 2006). Despite the observed high rates of co-occurrence among 

internalizing and CP, and CP with CU behaviors, in addition to the individual risk 

conferred by each set of symptoms (Merikangas et al., 2010), there is a paucity of 

research jointly considering anxiety, depression, CP, and CU behaviors, especially in 

samples of youth developing in disadvantaged contexts.  

 The current study utilized a developmental psychopathology framework and 

person-centered analyses to determine if distinct profiles of co-occurring childhood 

internalizing symptoms, CU behaviors, and CP could be identified, and whether symptom 

profiles were differentiated on contextual and child-specific risk and resilience factors. 

Following recent research, the current study included depression in conjunction with 

anxiety as separate internalizing problems to characterize a sample of contextually 

disadvantaged youth (Barker & Salekin, 2012; Craig & Moretti, 2019; Waschbusch et al., 

2020). To extend previous research, the proposed study included measures of GAD and 

separation anxiety disorder (SAD) symptoms given possible differences in the relations 

between CU behaviors with generalized worries compared to concerns related to social 

functioning. Finally, to assess external validity of the identified profiles, each were 

compared on child-specific emotion functioning, parent emotion socialization practices, 

exposure to community violence, and peer relations involving social support, bullying, 
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victimization, as well as affiliation with deviant peers. 

Aims and Hypotheses 

 The first aim of the current study was to identify subgroups of youth characterized 

by the quality, quantity, and/or type of teacher ratings of youth CU behaviors, CP 

behaviors (i.e., ODD, CD), and internalizing symptoms (i.e., depression, SAD, and GAD 

symptoms). It was hypothesized that the following four youth symptom profiles would be 

identified by latent profile analysis (LPA), a person-centered analysis: youth with (1) low 

symptom levels overall, (2) high symptom levels overall, (3) low internalizing symptoms 

with high CP and CU behaviors, and (4) high internalizing symptoms with low CP and 

CU behaviors ratings. This hypothesis follows previous research that has utilized LPA 

and identified a four-profile model of anxiety, CU behaviors, and histories of trauma 

comprised of: (a) low CU/regulated, (b) anxious/low CU/dysregulated, (c) high 

CU/regulated, and (d) high CU/dysregulated/traumatized profiles (Craig & Moretti, 

2019).  

  The second aim was to evaluate the external validity of the profiles identified in 

the LPA by assessing whether and to what extent the profiles differ on individual and 

contextual factors: exposure to community violence (witness or direct victimization), 

youth peer group association (positive and deviant peer affiliation) and individual 

behaviors (bullying-victimization), parent emotion socialization, and youth emotion 

regulation, recognition, and processing. We anticipated that the profiles with the highest 

levels/frequency of symptoms would report the highest level of exposure to community 

violence, deviant peer association, engagement in bullying behaviors, and more caregiver 

report of nonsupportive parent emotion socialization practices. Profiles with the lowest 
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symptom levels/frequency were hypothesized to report the lowest frequency of exposure 

to community violence, more caregiver reported supportive emotion socialization 

practices, and youth reported victimization and positive peer group characteristics. These 

hypotheses follow previous research that has found that child-specific factors of emotion 

regulation (Craig & Moretti, 2019), recognition (Cecilione et al., 2017), and processing 

(Mitchell et al., 2006), in addition to contextual factors of neighborhood (Gerard & 

Buehler, 2004), family (Dackis et al., 2015; Morris et al., 2007), and peer relations (Fanti, 

2013; Kimonis et al., 2004; Price et al., 2019) serve as risk or protective factors among 

some youth. 

 Profiles also were expected to differ in emotion processing/regulation. 

Specifically, youth with the lowest ratings of CU behaviors (regardless of other aspects of 

their profile) were expected to evince the greatest accuracy on the emotion labeling and 

inaccuracy on the emotion processing task when compared to other profiles. Youth rated 

highest on CU behaviors without internalizing symptoms were expected to perform better 

on tasks of emotion processing (higher accuracy), but have less accuracy when 

recognizing fearful and sad facial expressions. Youth in the fourth profile, rated highest 

on internalizing symptoms and CP but low CU behaviors, was expected to be rated as 

having more difficulty with regulating their emotions, present with increased negative 

emotionality, and exhibit interference in processing emotion (least accurate) as assessed 

in the lab task included in the current study. That is, the fourth profile that had higher 

ratings of internalizing and externalizing problems would have higher levels of emotion 

dysregulation and lability.  
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Method 

Participants 

The current sample consists of 104 youth (M= 9.93 ± 1.22 years old; 50% male; 

95% African American, 5% Latinx) and their caregivers (86% biological mothers). Youth 

were recruited from 2nd (8%), 3rd (37%), 4th (27%), and 5th (28%) grades from five 

schools in Northern Philadelphia. Youth primarily resided in low income, urban, 

racially/ethnically homogeneous neighborhoods. These neighborhoods have the highest 

rates of domestic abuse, aggravated assaults, narcotic arrests, prostitution, robberies, and 

burglaries in the city (http://data.philly.com/philly/crime/). Youth lived in single-parent 

(65%); intact (two-biological parents, 19%); other family member (e.g., grandmother, 

15%); or foster (1%) homes. Almost two-thirds of youth (65%) were part of a family that 

receives public assistance. Reported annual household income was as follows: less than 

$10,000 (44%); between $10,000 and $19,999 (25%); between $20,000 and $29,999 

(9%); and greater than $30,000 (22%). All students (100%) were eligible for free meals 

based on the Community Eligibility for National School Lunch Program and School 

Breakfast Program, which indicates all families fall at or below the poverty level.  

Procedure  

Participants were part of a larger research project designed to investigate the 

psychological and social adjustment of school-aged youth. The study was approved by a 

University Institutional Review Board. Participants were recruited by sending project 

information home with youth and attending school events. Interested families contacted 

the university lab to schedule an appointment to complete two 2-3 hour sessions. During 

http://data.philly.com/philly/crime/
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these sessions, parents provided consent and completed measures of their child’s 

behavior and their parenting practices; youth provided assent, engaged in computer-based 

lab tasks, and reported on their peer involvement and community experiences. Parents 

were compensated for their participation and reimbursed for transportation and youth 

were given a small gift. Teachers were sent measures related to the youth’s behavior at 

school and were compensated for their participation. Donations were made to each school 

for every youth that participated. 

Measures 

Anxiety, Depression, and Conduct Problems 

Teachers (120 items) completed the teacher report version of the Child and 

Adolescent Symptom Inventory-4-Revised (CASI-4R; Gadow & Sprafkin, 2005). The 

CASI-4R is a screening instrument for behavioral symptoms that bear a one-to-one 

correspondence with most Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders-Fourth 

Edition-Text Revision (DSM-IV-TR; American Psychiatric Association, 2000) childhood 

disorders. Items are scored on a scale from 0 (never) to 3 (very often) and summed to 

create subscale scores wherein higher scores indicate higher levels/frequency of 

symptoms. Teachers also affirm (yes coded as 1), or deny (no coded as 0), the presence of 

other symptoms of the child’s depression on some items (e.g., “has experienced a big 

change in his/her ability to concentrate or make decisions”). Analyses for the proposed 

study will include teachers’ ratings of youth symptoms of SAD (teacher-report α = .86; 

e.g., “tries to avoid contact with strangers or abnormally shy”); GAD (5 items, teacher-

report α = .83; e.g., “has difficulty controlling worries”); depression symptoms including 

items for major depressive and dysthymic disorders (10 items, teacher-report α = .89; 
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e.g., “feels that things never work out right”); ODD (teacher-report α= .98; e.g., “argues 

with adults”); and CD (teachers 𝛼= .91; “bullies, threatens, or intimidates others”).  

Numerous studies indicate that the CASI-4R is reliable and valid (Gadow & 

Sprafkin, 2005) and prior studies show that all of the aforementioned subscales of the 

CASI-4R evidenced sufficient internal reliability, as well as construct and concurrent 

validity in community-based and clinic samples (Gadow, Sprafkin, & Nolan, 2001; Jaffee 

et al., 2015). Specifically, these subscales have evidenced good test-retest reliability and 

internal consistency for teacher report (Gadow, Sprafkin, Salisbury, Schneider, & Loney, 

2004), which are comparable to other emotional and behavior rating scales (Salcedo, 

Chen, Youngstrom, et al., 2018). Additionally, satisfactory convergent and divergent 

validity for these subscales has been observed through comparisons with relevant rating 

scales (i.e., Child Behavior Checklist, Teacher Report Form); clinician diagnoses; and 

structured interviews (i.e., Diagnostic Interview for Children and Adolescents-Revised-

Parent Version) for teacher report (Salecedo et al., 2018; Sprafkin, Steinberg, Gadow, & 

Drabick, 2016).   

Callous-Unemotional Behaviors 

 The current study also incorporated teachers’ reports on youth CU behaviors. 

Teachers rated levels of CU behaviors using the Inventory of Callous/Unemotional Traits 

(ICU; Frick, 2004), which contains 24 items that ask reporters to rate the child’s 

demonstration of remorse, sympathy, empathy, and emotion expression on a scale from 0 

(not at all true) to 3 (definitely true). Sample items include “cares about how well s/he 

does at school or work” (reverse scored), “expresses feelings openly” (reverse scored), 

and “does not care who s/he hurts to get what s/he wants.” Items are summed to create a 
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total score of CU behaviors (teacher, α= .89). Higher scores indicate higher levels of CU 

behaviors. ICU total scores have shown good internal consistency, construct validity 

(with moral development), and concurrent validity (with aggressive behavior) among 

youth (Essau, Sasagawa, & Frick, 2006; Kimonis, Frick, Skeem, et al., 2008b).   

Emotion Recognition 

 Youth completed the Facial Expression Labeling Task (FELT), a computer-based 

laboratory task (Blair, 1999; Marsh et al., 2008). For approximately 20 minutes, youth 

were presented with emotional expressions of 10 men and 10 women from the Pictures of 

Facial Affect series (Ekman & Friesen, 1976), which depict either happy, sad, angry, or 

fearful expressions. Faces were presented individually, and each displayed one of the four 

emotional expressions at four varying levels of intensity (Blocks 1-4), representing the 

degree that faces were “morphed” from the original emotional expression via graphical 

manipulation. Block 1, the highest intensity morph, reflects 50% of the emotional 

expression, Block 2 is 70% of the emotional expression, Block 3 is 90% of the emotional 

expression, and Block 4 is no morph (100% of the emotional expression). Facial 

expression stimuli were displayed in four runs, each lasting approximately 5 minutes, and 

comprising 80 face trials, consisting of a 1-second fixation cross and 2-second face 

presentation. Youth were prompted to identify the correct emotion by pressing the 

corresponding number key for the four emotions. Due to a lack of variability among 

participant scores for happy expressions, accuracy of responses for sadness, fear, and 

anger only will be considered. Upon examining the data, it was discovered that youth 

were performing at chance levels in Block 1 (greatest morph) so these scores will be 

omitted from further analyses. Inter-correlations among the remaining Blocks 2-4 were 
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high within each emotion and thus a composite score was created for each participant 

based on accuracy of emotion identification for each of the 3 emotions considered. The 

FELT has evinced construct validity with scales of the ICU in youth (Moore, Rappaport, 

Blair, et al., 2019) and revealing selective impairment of sad and fearful facial 

expressions among youth with psychopathic tendencies (Blair et al., 2001). Strong test-

retest reliability was observed for the FELT in a validation twin-study by revealing that 

participants exhibited discernment across the 6 emotions assessed (i.e., happiness, 

sadness, fearful, surprise, disgust, anger) as well as improvement in emotion 

identification as morphs of faces decreased (Cecilione et al., 2017).  

Emotion Processing 

 Youth completed the Emotional Interrupt Task (Mitchell, Richell, Leonard, & 

Blair, 2006), an emotion processing computer-based task taken from the International 

Affective Picture System (Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 1988), a shape (circle or square), 

and then the same picture that preceded the shape, were presented. Image stimuli 

consisted of 48 pictures divided evenly among neutral, positive, and negative images. 

Youth were shown the following order of stimuli: a fixation cross, flashed valenced 

image, circle or square (target), and the flashed valenced image. Then youth were 

instructed to respond as quickly as possible to the shape stimulus by pressing the 

corresponding key to the target (circle or square) while ignoring the valenced pictures. 

Accuracy scores in identifying the targets were computed separately for neutral, positive, 

and negative trials. The dependent variable of interest (i.e., measure of negative emotion 

processing) was the accuracy difference score of the negative versus neutral images. 

Functional MRI research indicates this motor response task is associated with lower 
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levels of amygdala activation less interference among youth with CU behaviors 

compared to those without CU behaviors (Kujawa, Klein & Hacak, 2012; Mitchell, Luo, 

Mondillo, et al., 2008; Mitchell et al., 2006). 

Emotion Regulation  

The current study will include caregiver ratings of youth’s emotion regulation 

abilities using the Emotion Regulation Checklist (Shields & Cicchetti, 1997). This 

instrument yields two subscales: the Lability/Negativity subscale (15 items, 𝛼= .83), 

consisting of items tapping lack of flexibility, mood lability, and anger dysregulation; and 

the Emotion Regulation subscale (8 items, α= .57), consisting of items representing 

adaptive regulation (e.g., situationally appropriate positive and negative emotional 

displays, displays of empathy). Examples of items included in the lability/negativity and 

emotion regulation subscales are as follows, respectively: “Is whiny or clingy with 

adults’’ and “Is a cheerful child” (reverse-scored). Items are rated on a scale from 1 

(never) to 4 (always). Higher scores indicate greater emotional lability or emotion 

dysregulation. The Emotion Regulation Checklist has evidenced good internal 

consistency, ranging from α = .62 to α > .80 for both subscales (Cunningham, Kliewer & 

Garner, 2009; Dunsmore, Booker, Ollendick & Greene, 2016; Alink, Cichetti, Kim, & 

Rogosch, 2012; Shields & Cicchetti, 1997).  

Parenting Practices  

Caregiver report of parental reactions to youth negative affect in distressful 

situations was assessed using the Coping with Children’s Negative Emotions Scale 

(CCNES; Fabes, Eisenberg, & Bernzweig, 1990). Caregivers rated how likely they would 
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be to respond to a scenario in a specific way on a scale from 1 (very unlikely) to 7 (very 

likely). Caregivers were presented with 12 vignettes that are typical situations in which 

youth experience distress and negative affect such as being teased by peers, 

nervousness/fear of public embarrassment, and fear of injections (Fabes et al., 1990). 

Following prior work, two aggregates of the CCNES subscales will be calculated: 

supportive and nonsupportive parenting practices (Nelson, O’Brien, Blankson, Calkins & 

Keane, 2009). The nonsupportive parenting practices subscale (36 items, α= .90) will be 

derived from averaging the minimization (“tell my child that he/she is over-reacting”), 

punitive (“tell him/her that’s what happens when you’re not careful”), and distress 

reaction (“get upset with him/her for being so careless and then crying about it”) 

subscales. The nonsupportive parenting practices composite assesses ways that caregivers 

may attempt to control, restrict, or limit the expression of their child’s negative emotions. 

The supportive parenting practices subscale (36 items, α= .96) will be comprised of the 

sum of the expressive encouragement (“tell him/her it’s OK to cry when you feel 

unhappy”), emotion-focused (“distract my child by talking about happy things”), and 

problem-focused reactions (“help my child think of places he/she hasn’t looked yet”) 

subscales. Higher scores indicate higher levels/frequency of these types of parental 

reactions.  The CCNES has evidenced good internal consistency; test-retest reliability; 

concurrent validity (e.g., with parental control, interpersonal reactivity); and construct 

validity in previous studies (Fabes, Leonard, Kupanoff & Martin, 2001; Fabes, Poulin, 

Eisenberg & Madden-Derdich, 2002). 
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Peer Characteristics and Processes 

The current study incorporated youth reports on their peer group characteristics. 

Specifically, youth reported on peer processes and social support including engagement 

in bullying and victimization behaviors using the Peer Social Support, Bullying, and 

Victimization Questionnaire (Ladd, Kochenderfer, & Coleman, 1997), a measure 

comprised of subscales for social support (10 items; i.e., “are there kids in your class who 

make you feel better if you’re having a bad day?”), engagement in bullying behaviors (4 

items; i.e., “do you pick on other kids in your class at school?”), and experiences of being 

victimized by peers (4 items; i.e., “does anyone in your class ever pick on you at 

school?”). Youth rated a total of 18-items on a scale from 1 (never) to 5 (always). This 

measure has demonstrated sufficient internal consistency, test-retest reliability and 

divergent validity with measures of prosocial behavior among elementary and middle 

school-aged youth (Griese Buhs, & Lester, 2016). 

Youth reported on their affiliation with youth who engage in deviant behavior for 

the current study using the Exposure to Deviant Peers Questionnaire (α= .75; Capaldi & 

Patterson, 1990). The items in this measure assess peer engagement in 6 antisocial 

behaviors (cheated on school tests, purposefully destroy other’s things, stolen something 

worth less than $5 and something worth more than $50, hit or threaten to hit someone 

without cause, broken into someplace like a car to steal something, made suggestions of 

illegal activity) during the past year on a scale from 1 (none) to 5 (all of them).  These 

items are summed to represent the level of youth deviant peer affiliation. Higher scores 

on the deviant peer questionnaire indicate more deviant peer affiliation. In previous 

research, this measure has demonstrated good internal consistency, concurrent validity, 
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and construct validity (Dishion, Patterson, Stoolmiller & Skinner, 1991; Petras et al., 

2004).  

Community Violence Exposure 

Youth reported exposure to community violence as measured by the 25-item 

Community Experiences Questionnaire (Schwartz & Proctor, 2000). Items were rated on 

a scale from 1 (never) to 4 (lots of times) and summed into one of two subscales: 

exposure to violence through direct victimization (11 items, α= .78) and through 

witnessing violent acts (14 items, α= .83). Examples of items included in the 

victimization and witnessing subscales, respectively, are as follows: “has been shot at, 

chased” and “has heard gunshots, seen someone try to hurt another person with a 

weapon.” Higher scores indicate more exposure to that type of community violence. Both 

subscales have demonstrated appropriate internal consistency and validity in past work 

(Finkelhor, Ormrod, & Turner, 2007a; 2007b; Schwartz & Gorman, 2003).  

Analytic Plan 

Background statistical analyses will be performed with SPSS Version 27 (IBM 

Corp., 2020) and primary analyses will be conducted with MPlus Version 8 (Muthen & 

Muthen, 1998-2017). MPlus uses Full Information Maximum Likelihood (FIML) 

estimation to address missing data, which estimates parameters using available data but 

does not impute values. This approach is useful, especially when a sample is not 

especially large, as it protects against biasing an analytic sample through omitting 

participants with missing data through other strategies (e.g., mean imputation, 
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pairwise/listwise deletion; Burgers & Drabick, 2016). The distributions of study variables 

also will be examined and bivariate correlations will be conducted.   

Several prior studies have neglected to utilize person-centered approaches, but 

used cluster analyses, which are not hypothesis driven (e.g., Kahn et al., 2013; Tatar, 

Cauffman, Kimonis, & Skeem, 2012). Instead of identifying clusters by trying to 

maximize distance between scores, some studies employ the use of latent profile analysis 

(LPA; e.g., Kimonis et al., 2013) which allows for assessment of the model that describes 

the distribution and probabilities that certain scores are members of certain latent profiles 

(Hagenaars & McCutcheon, 2009). Thus, the primary analyses for the current study 

incorporated LPA, which categorizes individuals into homogeneous subgroups based on 

similarities among variables. These variables can vary on severity, frequency, and/or 

quality. The proposed study will test whether we can identify profiles of youth who differ 

in terms of anxiety symptoms, depression symptoms, ODD symptoms, CD symptoms, 

and CU behaviors. Profiles will then be examined for external validity by comparing 

them across domains of individual and contextual factors.  

 LPA uses a stepwise procedure to determine whether the addition of profiles 

improves model fit to the data. First, an unconditional or independent, single class model 

is fit to the data then the number of profiles is increased by one until no additional 

improvement to model fit is observed. The best-fitting model is determined based on fit 

indices and conceptual considerations. The fit indices to be examined are the Bayesian 

Information Criterion (BIC), Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) (Posada & Buckley, 

2004), and sample size adjusted BIC (Nylund, Bellmore, Nishina & Graham, 2007). 

Lower scores on these indices indicate improved model fit. The Bootstrap Likelihood 
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Ratio Test (BLRT) is likewise used as an index of model fit. When the BLRT p-value is 

significant, then the k class model fits the data better than the k-1 class model (Dziak, 

Lanza & Tan, 2014). In addition, profiles that represent fewer than 5%-10% of the 

overall sample may indicate overfitting of the data and result in models of profiles that 

may be difficult to replicate in other samples (Libon, Drabick, Giovannetti, et al., 2014). 

Entropy (the overall probability that each individual is classified in the correct class) is 

also used to determine the best model fit (values >.7 are preferred). Although there is no 

gold standard for power analyses, four-profile models have been identified in samples 

with similar racial/ethnic, age, and contextual demographic factors compared to the 

sample in the current study (e.g., Myerberg & Drabick, 2020), as well as sample sizes as 

small as N = 45 (e.g., Iampietro, Giovannetti, Drabick, & Kessler, 2012).   

LPA was conducted by using standardized (Z) scores (M = 0, SD = 1) of 6 

teacher-reported variables: GAD symptoms, SAD symptoms, depression symptoms, 

ODD symptoms, CD symptoms, and CU behaviors. After identification of profiles, 

auxiliary analyses using equality of means testing were conducted to determine whether 

and to what extent profiles differed on variables drawn from the family (parenting), 

school (peer relationships and behaviors), and neighborhood/community (exposure to 

community violence) as layers of context. Profiles were also assessed for differences 

among parent-reported emotion regulation and lability, and performance scores on youth 

emotion recognition and processing lab tasks. These tests hold class membership constant 

and provide a chi square statistic for omnibus tests and pairwise comparisons across 

latent profiles. Pairwise comparisons were only interpreted when omnibus tests were 

significant (p < .05). 
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Results 

Preliminary Analyses 

Bivariate correlations, means, standard deviations, and n’s for variables included as 

predictors in the LPA are presented in Table 1. All symptoms and problem behaviors 

were correlated with each other, with the exception of SAD symptoms, which were not 

correlated with any LPA variables. Of note, the magnitude of the correlations between 

the depressive and GAD, GAD and ODD, and ODD and CD subscales of the CASI-4R 

each were high, but expected given that each is yielded from the same measure and used 

the same informant. These strong associations do not affect the analytic approach taken, 

as LPA examines similarities across profiles and each of these subscales were used to 

characterize profiles within this sample. 

Table 1  

 

Bivariate Correlations, Means, SDs, and n’s for Teacher-Rated LPA Variables 

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1. Depressive Symptoms -      

2. Generalized Anxiety Symptoms .72** -     

3. Social Anxiety Symptoms .35** .23** -    

4. Oppositional Defiant Symptoms .52** .70** .09 -   

5. Conduct Disorder Symptoms .33** .59** .03 .73** -  

6. Callous/Unemotional Behaviors .42** .47** .15 .63** .51** - 

M 3.88 3.22 1.27 8.13 2.82 28.95 

SD 4.63 3.34 2.12 7.80 4.80 11.80 

n 91 91 91 90 90 81 

Note. *p < .05*, **p < .01 

Depression, General Anxiety, Social Anxiety, Oppositional Defiant, and Conduct 

Disorder symptoms are yielded from the CASI-4R. Callous/Unemotional Behaviors are 

yielded from the ICU- Teacher Report.  
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Latent Profile Analysis 

Examination of Table 2 indicates that the three-profile model fits the data best, 

including good profile sizes. Although BLRT is significant for all subsequent models 

beyond the first, the BIC, AIC, and sample size adjusted BIC for the 3 profile model are 

all lower than the 1- and 2-profile models. Both the 3- and 4-profile models evidenced 

acceptable fit; however, model selection is also based on conceptual and replicability 

considerations. The 4-profile model resulted in three similar profiles that each 

represented approximately 10% of the overall sample and thus distinctions between these 

profiles are likely not conceptually meaningful. On the contrary, the 3-profile model 

evidenced conceptual distinctness and entropy was excellent.  

Table 2  

Model Comparisons 

Model AIC BIC ABIC BLRT (p) entropy 

profile 1 

(n) 

profile 2 

(n) 

profile 3 

(n) 

profile 4 

(n) 

1 1329.48 1358.49 1320.78 N/A* 1 84    

2 1166.27 1213.98 1154.01 < 0.001 0.95 59 32   

3 1082.08 1147.36 1065.30 < 0.001 0.96 16 16 59  

4 1049.28 1132.14 1027.98 <0.001 0.96 9 13 57 12 

Note: AIC = Akaike Information Criterion, BIC = Bayesian Information Criterion, ABIC = 

Sample-size Adjusted BIC, BLRT = Bootstrap likelihood ratio test. *BLRT is not calculated for 

the 1 profile model 

 

Teacher-rated symptoms identified three profiles: (1) high internalizing, moderate 

CU, and moderate CP (High-Int/Mod-CU/CP); (2) high GAD, CU, and CP (High-

GAD/CU/CP); and (3) low problematic behaviors (Low) (See Figure 1). Profiles were 

named based on the pattern of scores and points where variable means were more 

disparate. Youth in the low problematic behaviors profile scored at least .5 SD below the 

sample mean on all LPA variables. Youth in the High-GAD/CU/CP profile evinced 

scores that are the most divergent when contrasted with sample means. Specifically, the 
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High-GAD/CU/CP profile was approximately 1 SD above the sample means for GAD 

and CU, and 2 SD above sample means for ODD and CD. Compared to sample means, 

teacher-rated means for the Low profile were rated approximately .5 SD below the 

sample mean on all LPA variables. (see table 3). 

Table 3  

 

Means and Standard Errors for Each Profile in the Teacher-Rated Three-Profile Model 

Behavior Features 

High Internalizing/Moderate 

CU/Conduct Problems  

High 

GAD/CU/Conduct 

Problems 

Low Problem 

Behaviors 

n = 16  n = 16 n = 59  
M SE M SE M SE 

Depressive Symptoms 1.02 .41 0.49 .63 -0.54 .86 

Generalized Anxiety 

Symptoms 0.95 .85 1.03 .61 -0.59 1.06 

Social Anxiety 

Symptoms 0.37 .51 -0.06 .70 -0.26 .60 

Oppositional Defiant 

Symptoms 0.60 .62 1.47 .93 -0.55 .60 

Conduct Disorder 

Symptoms -0.14 1.19 1.53 .80 -0.46 .99 

Callous/Unemotional 

Behaviors 0.22 1.16 1.04 1.40 -0.35 1.30 

Note: Depression, General Anxiety, Social Anxiety, Oppositional Defiant, and Conduct Disorder 

symptoms are yielded from the CASI-4R. Callous/Unemotional Behaviors are yielded from the 

ICU- Teacher Report. Numbers are standardized Z scores. 

 

External Validation 

Auxiliary analyses were performed to determine the external validity of the 

profiles (see Table 4). The top of the Table 4 includes analyses of contextual factors, 

including community (exposure to community violence), peer (deviant peers, bullying, 

victimization, support), and family factors (parenting emotion coping practices). Results 

showed differences at the level of the community and peer group but not the family. 

Specifically, post-hoc analyses revealed that youth in the High-GAD/CU/CP profile 

reported significantly more exposure to witnessing community violence compared to the  
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Figure 1 Teacher-Rated Three-Profile Model 

 

  Note. GAD= General Anxiety Disorder symptoms, SAD= Social Anxiety Disorder symptoms, ODD= Oppositional/Defiant Disorder symptoms, CD= 

Conduct Disorder symptoms, CU= Callous/Unemotional Behavior symptoms
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Low profile. Post-hoc pairwise analyses also indicated significant between-profile 

differences for youth-reported engagement in bullying, noting that youth in the High-

GAD/CU/CP endorsed the greatest engagement in bullying behaviors compared to the 

other two profiles (High-Int/Mod-CU/CP vs. High-GAD/CU/CP, χ2=6.57, p = .010,  

=.45; High-GAD/CU/CP vs. Low, χ2=5.79, p = 016,  =.30).  

Specifically, omnibus chi-square analyses revealed significant between-profile 

differences for exposure to witnessing community violence and bullying, recognition of 

sad expressions, emotional lability, and emotion regulation.  

The profiles also differed in individual factors, as measured on performance-

based tests of emotion recognition and interference and caregiver ratings of negative 

emotionality and emotion regulation. On performance-based tests youth in the High-

Int/Mod-CU/CP were better able to correctly identify sad facial expressions than youth in 

the High-GAD/CU/CP profile (χ2=6.73, p = .009,  =.46).  According to caregiver 

reports,  High-GAD/CU/CP profile showed significantly greater emotional dysregulation 

compared to youth in the Low profile and significantly higher levels of negative 

emotionality and lability than youth in the other two groups(High-Int/Mod-CU/CP vs. 

High-GAD/CU/CP χ2=4.51, p = .034,  =.38; High-GAD/CU/CP vs. Low, χ2=14.21, p 

< .001,  =.47); and emotional dysregulation compared to the Low profile (High-

GAD/CU/CP vs. Low, χ2=7.47, p = .006,  =.34). 

*** p < .001. 
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Table 4  

 

Results of Auxiliary Analyses for Contextual External Validators  

Context 

High 

Int/Moderate 

CU/CP 

(Profile 1) 

High 

GAD/CU/CP 

(Profile 2) 

Low 

(Profile 3) 
Omnibus χ2 test 

Pairwise 

Comparisons 

 
M SE M SE M SE χ2 p  

 
 

Community 

Violence- 

Victim 

.01 .16 .30 .31 -.14 .12 2.0 .367 .15 N/A  

Community 

Violence- 

Witness 

.18 .28 .53 .20 -.17 .39 .11 .019 .30 2 >3  

Deviant Peer 

Affiliation 
-.22 .28 .13 .24 .02 .13 .94 .625 .01 N/A  

Peer 

Victimization 
.08 .28 .12 .27 .04 .13 .15 .926 .04 N/A  

Peer/Bully -.29 .16 .66 .33 -.17 .10 6.8 .034 .27 2 >1,3  

Peer Support -.29 .30 .66 .26 -.17 .11 .94 .624 .10 N/A  

Nonsupportive 

Parenting 

Practices 

-.18 .001 -.18 .002 -.18 .001 5.4 .07 .24 N/A  

Supportive 

Parenting 

Practices 

-.18 .001 -.18 .002 -.18 .001 .05 .976 .02 N/A  

FELT Anger 

Recognition 
1.68 .23 1.70 .23 1.66 .10 .02 .992 .01 N/A  

FELT Sadness 

Recognition 
1.72 .20 .95 .22 1.36 .12 6.7 .035 .27 2 >1  

FELT Fear 

Recognition 
1.46 .33 .97 .31 1.14 .16 1.2 .553 .11 N/A  

Emotion 

Processing 
.001 .02 -.013 .01 -.009 .01 .29 .864 .06 N/A  

Lability/ 

Negativity 
.11 .21 .82 .26 -.25 .11 14.9 .001 .41 2 >1,3  
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Emotion 

Regulation 
.07 .23 -.53 .17 .05 .12 8.1 .018 .30 2 >3  

Note: Community Violence scales derived from the CEQ. Deviant Peer Affiliation derived from 

the Exposure to Deviant Peers Questionnaire. Peer Victimization, Bully, and Support derived 

from Peer Social Support, Bullying, and Victimization Questionnaire. Parenting Practices derived 

from the CCNES. Community Violence and Peer variables are standardized Z scores and 

self/child report. Parent Report = Parenting Practices, Lability, and Regulation are standardized Z 

scores and parent report. Facial Expression Labeling Tasks (FELT) and Emotion Processing and 

Numbers are raw scores and were completed by the child.   
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Discussion 

Despite the high rates of co-occurrence and associations among CU behaviors, 

internalizing, and CP (Waschbusch et al., 2020), few have investigated CU behaviors in 

conjunction with CP and anxiety and depression (e.g., Wakschlag et al., 2018). Findings 

of the current study align with prior work in suggesting that youth can be classified on the 

presence and severity of CU behaviors, anxiety, and CP (Frick & White, 2008; 

Waschbusch et al., 2020), and underscore the possibility that proximal and distal 

contextual factors differentially influence functioning and symptom presentation (Aldao 

et al., 2016; Nolen-Hoeksema et al., 2008).  

Hypotheses regarding symptom profiles were partially supported. We anticipated 

that teacher ratings of CU behaviors, internalizing, and CP would result in four profiles 

with the greatest distinctions in severity of teacher reported internalizing problems and 

CU behaviors. Present findings indicated that teacher ratings characterized the sample 

into three profiles: (1) High-Int/Mod-CU/CP, (2) High-GAD/CU/CP, and (3) Low 

problematic behaviors, with main differences in symptom presence/severity across 

profiles on ratings of GAD, CP, and CU behaviors. Teacher ratings of youth depression 

and GAD symptoms were rated at similar levels for both of the high symptom profiles, 

confirming prior work that has theorized or identified a subgroup of youth with high CU 

behaviors in addition to anxiety, namely, GAD in the cases of the current study as well as 

prior work (Craig & Moretti, 2019). Moreover, teacher ratings identified a profile (High-

Int/Mod-CU/CP) of high risk youth that is high on depression and GAD and moderate 

ODD behaviors, which aligns with work that suggests an underlying negative 
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emotionality factor across internalizing and ODD dimensions (Barker & Salekin, 2012; 

Waschbusch et al., 2020). There were no notable distinctions in SAD severity or presence 

found across the identified profiles. Youth in the current sample were rated as presenting 

with high levels of CU behaviors and CP when compared to scores found in normative 

samples (Gadow & Sprafkin, 2005), which suggest that CU behaviors and CP are 

elevated among this sample of low income, urban children. However, it remains unclear 

how these behaviors function or why they are elevated in this type of context. Further, 

according to multifinality, not all youth elevated on CU and CP will develop 

longstanding behavioral problems (Pina, Polo, & Huey, 2019; Lochman & Wells, 2002), 

so future research will be necessary to determine whether profiles of youth with CU 

behaviors, CP, and/or internalizing problems can be identified in other samples (e.g., 

contextually disadvantaged, clinic-referred, racially heterogenous) and can then 

differentially associated with negative outcomes.   

Many studies have explored the impact of interactions among contextual factors 

on youth development, which usually find differences across neighborhood (Bennett & 

Kerig, 2014; Gerard & Buehler, 2004), peer (Price et al., 2019; Waschbusch et al., 2020), 

family (Dackis et al., 2015; Morris et al., 2007), and child specific (Falkenbach et al., 

2008; Ezpeleta et al., 2017; Kimonis et al., 2012) domains. The current study tested the 

extent to which the identified profiles differed on variables derived from individual and 

contextual factors: exposure to community violence, peer processes, and emotion 

functioning. Results of auxiliary analyses partially supported study hypotheses regarding 

profile differences for exposure to community violence. Post-hoc tests revealed that 

youth in the High-GAD/CU/CP profile reported significantly more exposure to 
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witnessing community violence compared to the Low profile but not the High-Int/Mod-

CU/CP profile. That is, youth rated as having more severe internalizing, CP, and CU 

behaviors by teachers reported witnessing community violence at rates most distinctive 

from youth in the low symptom profile overall. These results align with related work that 

implies that youth residing in contextually disadvantaged environments are at elevated 

risk for the development of CP, perhaps due to exposure to community violence and 

stressors (Attar & Guerra, 1994; Brody, Conger, Gibbons, et al., 2001; Merikangas et al., 

2010); and that co-occurring internalizing symptoms and CP can represent an 

undifferentiated response to stressful experiences (Costello, Burns, Angold, & Leaf, 

1993). Thus, present findings also support theories and research that have concluded that 

exposure to community violence confers risk for severe internalizing, CP, and CU 

behaviors (Davis et al., 2015; Huey Jr & Polo, 2008; Lahey & Loeber, 1994; Lochman & 

Wells, 2002; Merikangas et al., 2010). This pattern of findings provides some evidence to 

support the conclusion that youth with co-occurring internalizing, CP, and CU behaviors 

may represent an especially vulnerable subgroup given their purported environmental 

sensitivity (Sharf et al., 2014) and increased dysfunction (Cecil et al., 2018).  

 Results of post hoc tests also indicated that youth in the High-GAD/CU/CP 

profile reported the greatest engagement in bullying behaviors compared to the other 

profiles. These results are not surprising given models that suggest that youth with high 

CU and CP have attenuated concerns for social goals (Crick & Dodge, 1996; Frick et al., 

2014a). It is possible that youth in the High-GAD/CU/CP profile are more likely to 

prioritize personal gains/instrumental goals over social goals in peer interactions (Crick 

& Dodge, 1996). Nevertheless, other work has determined that youth with co-occurring 
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anxiety, CP, and CU behaviors are more likely to be victimized by peers, whereas youth 

with CP and CU behaviors are more likely to perpetrate bullying behaviors (Ciucci et al., 

2014; Golmaryami et al., 2016). Notably, identified profiles in the current study exhibited 

similarly low levels of peer victimization and deviant peer affiliation, as well as social 

support. These results are more expected given work that argues that some youth with 

CU behaviors appear capable of forging and maintaining comparable numbers and 

qualities of friendships as youth without CU or CP despite reported levels of aggression 

and peer dislike (Muñoz et al., 2008). 

Finally, hypotheses regarding parent emotion socialization practices across 

profiles were not supported by the current findings. The lack of differences in parent 

emotion socialization practices in this study are not surprising given the mixed nature and 

gaps in the related literature regarding the interactions among parent-child interactions 

and CU behaviors. Nonetheless, it is accepted that there is a bi-directional relation among 

internalizing, CP, and CU behaviors and parenting practices (e.g., Burke, Pardini & 

Loeber, 2008).  

Hypotheses for individual factors, including emotion functioning were partially 

supported in the current study. Notable between-profile differences were revealed for 

emotion recognition of sad expressions, emotional lability, and emotion regulation. We 

expected that profiles rated lowest on CU behaviors and internalizing symptoms would 

have more accuracy when labeling emotions on the FELT and less recall accuracy on the 

EI lab task whereas youth rated highest on CU behaviors were expected to exhibit better 

recall accuracy on the emotion processing task and to have low accuracy when labeling 

fearful and sad facial expressions. We found that youth in the High-Int/Mod-CU/CP 
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exhibited more accuracy when labeling sad facial expressions than youth in the High-

GAD/CU/CP profile. This result contradicts to prior exploratory work that has found 

better accuracy for fear recognition among youth with CU behaviors with low levels of 

trait anxiety (Kahn et al., 2017), but this work neglected to include or assess relationships 

with depression.  Therefore, the current findings also support the notion that there is a 

complex relationship among emotion functioning, CP, CU behaviors, and internalizing 

problems. Moreover, given results of past research that identified fear recognition deficits 

among youth with CU behaviors (e.g., White et al., 2016), it is interesting that the profile 

highest on co-occurring internalizing problems, as well as moderate CP and CU 

behaviors, exhibited better accuracy for sad faces in the current at-risk sample.  

It was also anticipated that caregivers of youth in profile(s) with higher teacher 

ratings of CP would report greater emotion dysregulation and negative 

emotionality/lability. The current study found that caregivers reported the highest levels 

of negative emotionality and lability among youth that teachers rated as High-

GAD/CU/CP when compared to the other profiles and greater emotional dysregulation 

compared to the Low profile. This pattern of findings supports and adds to prior work 

that identified a high CU/high trauma profile and a low CU/high anxiety profile that were 

emotionally dysregulated (Craig & Moretti, 2019). The current findings are interesting 

given work on internalizing, CP, and co-occurring CP and CU behaviors that implicates 

overregulation in internalizing problems (Wills et al., 2016), dysregulation and negative 

emotionality in CP (Barker & Salekin, 2012; Waschbusch et at., 2020), under-aroused 

emotion processing and lability (Lozier et al., 2014; White et al., 2012), and reduced 

emotional reactivity (Kimonis et al., 2012) in CP with CU behaviors. Yet the limited 
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research on negative emotionality/lability, emotion regulation and co-occurring 

internalizing, CP, and CU behaviors limits conclusions that can be drawn about 

interrelations among these variables when they co-occur. 

Strengths, Limitations, and Future Directions 

The current study has several strengths. One strength is the use of multiple 

reporters of youth behavior, which provided a more nuanced picture of youth behavior 

problems and extends research involving differences in symptom presentation across 

contexts and informants to a low-income, urban sample (Lanza & Drabick, 2011). 

Discrepancies across informants typically occur and suggest that youth function 

differently across contexts and situations (Drabick et al., 2007; Drabick et al., 2008). 

Moreover, the present study utilized a combination of youth, caregiver, and teacher 

reports of behavior and functioning across multiple candidate domains that have been 

shown to distinguish youth in typically developing populations. This study also used 

caregiver report of emotion regulation and lability in addition to employing lab-based 

tasks to more directly assess youth emotion functioning. Parents and teachers often rate 

the frequency and severity of youth behaviors differently, and risk factors and correlates 

associated with childhood emotional and behavioral problems differ depending on rater 

(De Los Reyes & Kazdin, 2005; Lanza & Drabick, 2011). Thus, weight should be given 

to all three reporters comparably when interpreting the current findings given the 

complementary access, expertise, and perspective of youth, caregivers, and teachers.  

Another strength of the present study regards the nuanced approach taken toward 

the interrelations among CU behaviors, internalizing, and CP in low income, high crime 

environments where some behaviors that typically may be viewed as maladaptive may be 
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protective. Using a developmental psychopathological lens to investigate interrelations 

among these symptoms increases our ability to correctly categorize and target youth 

symptom presentations by revealing equifinal and multifinal outcomes and shared 

correlates. Further, a low income, urban, ethnic minority sample of youth was utilized in 

the present investigation, which is important given that these youth are at heightened risk 

for early-onset behavior problems and related dysfunction (Burke et al., 2008; Ezpeleta, 

Keeler, Erkanli, Costello, & Angold, 2001). The current study also included variables 

that span many levels of context, including proximal and distal risk and resilience factors, 

to externally validate the identified profiles. The inclusion of this array of variables could 

aid in more effectively characterizing problem behaviors among youth, which can inform 

more individualized etiological and intervention models. Moreover, given the paucity of 

research investigating multiple types of exposure to community violence, the present 

study’s utilization of direct and witnessed exposure to community violence provides 

more information regarding their differential relations to youth adjustment (Anderson & 

Mayes, 2010; Fowler, Tompsett, Braciszewski, Jacques-Tiura & Baltes, 2009) and high 

rates of occurrence among at-risk youth. 

Of note, there were some limitations. Although no conclusions regarding causality 

have been made, the cross-sectional nature limits the conclusions that could be drawn. 

The use of a longitudinal design in future research is needed to disentangle the timing 

among these variables and to help delineate the relations among CU behaviors, 

internalizing symptoms, and CP, as well as how they function in at-risk 

populations. Additionally, the generalizability of the current findings are limited to youth 

developing in predominantly minority, low income, urban communities given that 
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socioeconomic status and ethnicity are largely confounded. Further research is needed to 

better understand the shared risk, as well as mitigating factors for the development of co-

occurring internalizing, CP, and CU behaviors in at-risk samples. Future research that 

assesses emotional and behavioral dimensions, including CU behaviors, among youth in 

sensitive periods, using multiple informants, considering individual and contextual 

factors, and evaluating course and treatment response can inform our understanding of 

youth problem behaviors, particularly among at-risk youth. The implementation of 

developmental psychopathology principles allots opportunities to identify distinct profiles 

of youth problem behaviors for which treatment can specifically target all symptoms 

exhibited by the subgroup of youth, thereby potentially increasing treatment efficacy and 

effectiveness. 

Clinical Implications 

Literature on intervention and treatment of youth psychopathology has neglected 

to consider co-occurring symptoms in profiles of youth psychological dysfunction. This 

literature has likewise limited the focus to on treatment of internalizing and/or 

externalizing problems, and CP with and without CU behaviors. Treatment response 

research which incorporates CU tends to focus on the impact and exacerbating influence 

of CU behaviors for sustain and dispersed negative outcomes (Waller, Hyde, Grabell, 

Alves, & Olson, 2015). Modern intervention models of CU and CP, internalizing, and CP 

are based on behavioral principles, though interventions differ in the direct recipient of 

the interventions, as well as methods and contexts. Behavioral principles have been 

effective and efficacious when treating internalizing and CP in youth. However, relevant 
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treatment response and efficacy literature is mixed regarding the impact of CU behaviors 

and CP.  

Many studies have reported observing findings which suggest higher levels of 

pretreatment CU are related to worsened responsiveness to treatment and are typically 

thought to be treatment resistant compared to youth with CP (Houghton, Carroll, Zadow, 

O’Connor, Hattie & Lynn, 2017; Wilkinson, Waller, Viding, 2016). Yet there is evidence 

that CU behaviors may be malleable (Hawes & Dadds, 2007). For example, some youth 

with CU appear to particularly respond to parent-focused interventions and warm 

parenting practices (Waller, Gardner, & Hyde, 2013). Research shows that youth with 

high CU have unique neurocognitive characteristics that could guide the individualization 

of treatments (Frick et al., 2014a), like an overfocus on rewards to the exclusion of 

punishment cues (O’Brien & Frick, 1996; Pardini, 2006). This is supported by work 

which has found that standardized behavioral interventions that incorporate punishment 

and reward techniques have been less efficacious treatments of CU behaviors (Haas, 

Waschbusch, Pelham, et al., 2011).   

Given the presence of concurrent symptoms, interventions which target each set 

of presenting difficulties have the potential to increase treatment efficacy for these 

symptom profiles. Moreover, since the family and school environments are candidate 

contextual factors for shaping CU behaviors, CP, and internalizing problems, intervention 

which targets these contexts through parent training interventions under certain 

conditions such as parent training based on social-learning theory (Bansal, Waschbusch, 

Haas, et al., 2019; O’Connor, Matias, Futh, Tantam, & Scott, 2013),  emotional 
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socialization (Gottman et al., ), or incorporate prosocial skill development (Houghton et 

al., 2017) could prove fruitful.  

Youth with concurrent CU, internalizing, and CP may benefit from interventions 

which address the co-occurring symptoms by targeting shared areas of risk, like emotion 

functioning or  coping with community experiences as well as parenting practices, given 

the purported environmental sensitivity present in this subgroup. However, firm 

conclusions about environmental sensitivity or interrelations among these symptoms and 

behaviors cannot be drawn given the scarcity of relevant literature. The mixed nature of 

the effect CU has on response to treatment and lack of investigation into interventions for 

concurrent CU, internalizing, and CP underscore the need for specificity in the 

presentation, and diversification of treatment approaches for youth with concurrent 

problem behaviors and emotional symptoms to individualize treatments and thereby 

increase treatment efficacy and effectiveness. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

CU behaviors are conceptualized as a cluster of features based on the affective 

and interpersonal component of psychopathy (i.e., restricted emotionality, lack of 

empathy, lack of guilt, and manipulative use of others; Frick et al., 2014a; Frick & White, 

2008), and have often been studied among youth as a downward extension of a 

dimension of  adult psychopathy (Frick, 2009). CU behaviors are often examined with 

conduct problems (CP), which include oppositional defiant disorder (ODD; recurrent 

behavioral pattern of negativistic, defiant, disobedient, and hostile behavior toward 

authority figures) and conduct disorder (CD; e.g., aggression, violation of the basic rights 

of others and age-appropriate norms; American Psychiatric Association, 2013) symptoms 

more broadly. CU behaviors in childhood and adolescence are predictive of psychopathy 

in adulthood, even after controlling for CD and other childhood risk factors (Burke, 

Loeber, & Lahey, 2007; Lynam, Caspi, Moffitt, Loeber, & Stouthamer-Loeber, 2007). 

CU behaviors with co-occurring CP are linked to negative correlates including genetic, 

neurocognitive, emotional, personality, and social factors (Cornell & Frick, 2007; Frick 

& Viding, 2009; Frick & White, 2008); a more persistent course of CP; higher levels of 

symptom severity (Drabick, Steinberg, & Shields, 2015; Frick, Ray, Thornton, & Kahn, 

2014b; Frick & White, 2008); and diminished treatment responsiveness compared to 

youth with CP without co-occurring CU behaviors (Haas et al, 2011; Hawes & Dadds, 

2005). Moreover, youth with co-occurring CP and CU behaviors who experience more 

life stressors (e.g., chronic community violence exposure, poverty) exhibit more stable 

CP (Frick & Dantagnan, 2005).  
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CU behaviors exacerbate risk for negative functioning across various 

psychosocial domains beyond the risk conferred by CP and this risk can persist into later 

developmental periods. Though there appears to be relatively high stability in ratings of 

CU behaviors from childhood to adolescence, especially for parent reports, this level of 

stability does not imply that these behaviors are unchangeable. In fact, Frick and 

colleagues (2003) found that despite the high level of stability of CU across the four year 

study period of non-referred fourth through sixth graders, a significant number of youth 

initially rated as high on CU behaviors decreased in their level of CU behaviors to below 

the average threshold at all follow-up assessments. This decrease was associated with 

lower levels of youth CP, higher quality of parenting practices, and higher socioeconomic 

status of the youth's parents (Frick, Kimonis, Dandreaux, & Farell, 2003b). Thus, for 

some youth, CU behaviors appear to be at least somewhat malleable and influenced by 

factors in the youth’s psychosocial environment.  

CU behaviors are important in the conceptualization of diagnostic and etiological 

models of CP (Frick, 2012), particularly given that CU can currently only be diagnosed 

as a specifier of CD (i.e., with limited prosocial emotions; American Psychiatric 

Association, 2013). Accordingly, little is known about CU independent of CP, though CU 

might be adaptive in some circumstances. It is clear that CU behaviors represent a 

distinct risk-related feature in youth, so it is important to understand CU behaviors 

independent of CP (Viding & McCrory, 2012).  Further, most of what is known about CU 

behaviors is based on co-occurring CP in clinic-based or justice-involved samples, 

limiting what we know about how CU behaviors may function in community-based 

samples or samples of at-risk youth. 
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Developmental Psychopathology Perspective on CU Behaviors 

Often, equifinality (various pathways have the potential to lead to the same 

outcome; Cicchetti & Rogosch, 1996) and typical vs. atypical development are applied to 

the study of CP more broadly given the interest in understanding the various processes 

involved in the development of CP (Greenberg, Speltz, Deklyen, & Jones, 2001). Fewer 

studies have explored multifinality, that different outcomes are possible for any original 

starting point, despite burgeoning evidence supporting the use of person-centered 

analyses to better understand problem behaviors among youth (for reviews, see Cicchetti 

& Rogosch, 1996; Lee, 2018). Despite findings noting the exacerbating nature of CU 

behaviors on other CP, it is unclear what is actually known about how these symptoms 

interrelate with CU. CU behaviors could represent a more nuanced set of behaviors that 

contribute more than negative effects on functioning.  

Exploring these possibilities requires assessing CU independently of CP. For 

example, findings regarding the influence of contextual risk factors on youth with CU are 

mixed. Some purport that youth with high CU behaviors delineate a subgroup of youth 

whose behavioral presentation is not substantially influenced by contextual risk factors 

(Kroneman et al., 2011), whereas youth with lower levels of CU and CP may be more 

influenced by contextual factors because CU may provide an emotional buffer to negative 

contextual influences. In contrast, others have argued that some individuals with CU are 

significantly impacted by contextual influences (e.g., Sadeh et al., 2010). The mixed 

nature of the literature underscores the possibility of distinct developmental pathways and 

thus varying outcomes among youth with CU. To address this question, the present 

review uses multifinality as a guiding principle given the possibility that there could be 
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multiple prospective correlates, including positive outcomes, which stem from CU. These 

differing outcomes could be related to the varying behavioral presentations of CU, 

behavior problems, and emotional problems in youth, especially those developing in high 

risk contexts. It is therefore important to connect these differing presentations to relevant 

literature on normative development to understand processes that can be disrupted and 

lead to maladaptive outcomes (Frick & Morris, 2004).  

Given the associations among contextual influences and CU behaviors among 

youth, consideration of factors that may confer risk or promote positive functioning 

despite adversity (resilience) among youth developing in contextually disadvantaged 

circumstances is paramount. Distinctions between typically developing youth and those 

developing with behavior problems, and youth with CU and CP compared to youth with 

CP alone, have been well established in the research literature. The current review 

presents differences across certain domains among youth with CU behaviors to highlight 

the possibility that these behaviors may function in other ways besides exacerbating 

problems and such differences among subgroups of youth with CU may be related to the 

mixed results in the literature. This approach underscores the need to have a more 

flexible and multifaceted view of CU behaviors and can inform the identification of 

youth who are most in need of early intervention. By the same token, designation and 

clarification of protective factors and processes of resilience can inform interventions to 

strengthen the youth who are at greatest risk for negative sequelae.  

In this paper, the following developmental psychopathology principles will be 

used to provide a framework: transactional processes, or manners in which the individual 

selects, influences, and is influenced by context; typical versus atypical development; 
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multifinality; and risk and protective factors (Drabick & Steinberg, 2011). Given the 

increased possibility of risk posed to youth who develop in high risk contexts, 

investigating the different and nuanced behavioral presentations and sequelae 

(multifinality) across youth is essential. A review of relevant literature on some of the 

broad social ecological contexts that may affect the development and presentation of CU 

behaviors follows in efforts to address the idea of adaptability or resilience through CU 

behaviors. One question of adaptability with CU behaviors refer to the response to 

environmental threat that results in an outwardly callous/unemotional demeanor due to a 

sensitivity to environmental effects. CU behaviors may become protective in this sense 

because they buffer the impact of further environmental insult and may account for 

increased treatment response to parenting focused interventions among youth with CU. 

Another question of adaptability refers to constitutional CU behaviors, which begin by 

buffering effects of environmental insult through decreased emotional reactivity and 

processing, as well as support increased emotion regulation. CU behaviors of this type 

also buffer the risk for development of increased internalizing, and perhaps externalizing, 

symptoms and disorders. Despite the decreased environmental sensitivity, youth with this 

type of CU behaviors may benefit from adapted interventions, for example, that are 

focused on rewards as opposed to punishment for appropriate behavior (Haas et al., 

2011). 

Subtypes of CU Behaviors: Theory 

Two subtypes of CU have been theorized (Karpman 1941, 1948). One is primary 

CU, which depicts individuals with CU that stems from a heritable or innate affective 

deficit, which is a central component of adult psychopathy (Karpman 1941, 1948). The 
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other is secondary CU and describes an “escape from emotional situations” (Karpman, 

1941, p. 136), or adaptation to experiences of threat that leads to an affective deficit. 

Secondary, or acquired, callousness suggests that context (e.g., family, neighborhood, 

peers, school) contributes to the development of CU behaviors among some individuals. 

Problematic family, school, and neighborhood contexts have consistently been associated 

with negative changes in behavioral and emotional presentations. Important work that has 

sought to better understand possible subtypes of psychopathy has focused on differences 

in the presence of trait anxiety (Krischer & Sececke, 2008; Lee, Salekin, & Iselin, 2010) 

and the experience of psychological trauma (Kerig et al., 2012).  

Generally, youth who experience disadvantaged circumstances are more likely to 

develop disruptive behavior problems (Brooks-Gunn, Duncan, Klebanov, & Sealand, 

1993), though individual characteristics may influence the relation between contextual 

risk and future antisocial behavior (Loeber & Pardini, 2008). Indeed, there may be 

different developmental pathways to CU (i.e., constitutional vs. contextual) and the 

presence or absence of co-occurring internalizing problems in addition to histories of 

threat are important indicators of diverging presentations of youth with CU (e.g. Bennett 

& Kerig, 2014; Tatar et al., 2012). Consistent with research on adults (Hicks, Markon, 

Patrick, et al., 2004), these findings support the general model of subtypes of CU in 

justice-involved samples by identifying two groups with CU behaviors who are 

distinguished by levels of anxiety, difficulties with emotion regulation and lability, and 

histories of trauma (Edens, Skopp, & Cahill, 2008; Falkenbach et al., 2004; Kimonis, 

Skeem, Cauffman, & Dmitrieva, 2011; Krischer & Sevecke, 2008; Vaughn, Edens, 

Howard, & Smith, 2009). Other research on justice-involved adolescents with CU found 
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that the group high on anxiety (i.e., secondary variant) was also more likely to have 

increased levels of externalizing problems, impulsivity, aggression, and behavioral 

activation (Kimonis et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2010), and differences in displays of 

depression (Kimonis et al., 2012; Kimonis, Ray, Branch, & Cauffman, 2010; Lee et al., 

2010; Vaughn et al., 2009). In contrast, the group low on anxiety (i.e., primary variant) 

scored lower on a measure of behavioral inhibition (Kahn, Frick, Kogos, Feeny & 

Findling, 2013) and exhibited deficits in their processing of emotional stimuli that were 

not reported in the secondary group (Kimonis et al., 2012).  

Environmental Influence 

Following a developmental psychopathology perspective of CU behaviors 

requires the consideration of multiple influences on normative versus atypical behavior 

and the dynamic and transactional manner through which youth and their broader 

socioecological context interact throughout development. Compared to typical 

environments, those characterized by violence and limited resources have a stifling 

impact on youth’s emotional development (Gerard & Buehler, 2004) and youth 

developing in these high-risk communities are exposed to a multitude of risk factors that 

hinder emotional, behavioral, and cognitive functioning and are prospectively associated 

with negative outcomes like CU behaviors (Sadeh et al., 2010). Living in low 

socioeconomic status (SES), urban neighborhoods is associated with increased exposure 

to physical and psychosocial stressors (Brody et al., 2001; Merikangas et al., 2010), such 

as violence, maltreatment, and deviant peers (Gorman-Smith et al., 2004), all of which 

are associated with behavior problems among youth (Brody et al., 2001; Ellis, Boyce, 

Belsky, Bakermans-Kranenburg, & Van IJzendoorn, 2011; Gorman-Smith et al., 2004; 
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Leventhal & Brooks-Gunn, 2004) compared to those developing in better-resourced 

communities. Further, economic deprivation undermines effective parenting practices 

that typically foster prosocial development (Macmillan et al., 2004; Webster et al., 2006), 

highlighting the risk for development of CU behaviors in these circumstances. 

Consistent with theory and research, the neighborhood context may be related to 

CU behaviors and confer risk through heightened exposure to physical and psychosocial 

stressors, like economic deprivation and violence, for some youth. For example, justice-

involved adolescents who are regularly exposed to community violence are more prone to 

become aggressive and have more cognitive deficits, limiting their ability to cope 

appropriately (Kimonis et al., 2010). Moreover, chronic exposure to trauma (e.g., 

community violence) can interfere with emotion recognition, processing, and 

presentation in ways that constitute a callous-unemotional presentation. This callous-

unemotional behavioral style in some cases seems to stem from trauma exposure given 

prospective links among these constructs; moreover, exposure to trauma has been 

recently utilized as a way to further parse apart CU behaviors, drawing on seminal work 

(Karpman, 1941). Porter (1996) extended this model by arguing that individuals who 

experience trauma may develop a learned emotional detachment as a mechanism of self-

protection, which results in an external presentation that could be characterized as 

callous. 

Contrary to emotional deficits inherent in primary CU, individuals with acquired 

CU behaviors are purported to have the capacity to display a full range of emotions, with 

inhibited responsivity to others due to internal attempts to suppress their own 

posttraumatic reactions (Porter, 1996). Indeed, CU behaviors may develop when youth 
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emotionally detach in efforts to cope with distress associated with exposure to trauma 

(Porter, 1996). Theorists have utilized this façade of callousness when trying to 

understand the mechanisms that are associated with antisocial behavior and delinquent 

youth (Kerig et al., 2012). Thus, researchers have concluded that youth who experience 

chronic victimization may cultivate a façade of callousness (i.e., a “mask”) and defiance 

as a method of survival coping (Ford, Chapman, Mack, & Pearson, 2006). As noted, 

research has divided youth with high CU behaviors into two groups on the basis of 

varying levels of posttraumatic stress symptoms (Bennett & Kerig, 2014). Research by 

Tatar et al. (2012) and Vaughn et al. (2009) confirmed these distinctions, finding that 

youth categorized as secondary CU had higher levels of trauma exposure, and others 

similarly found more posttraumatic symptoms when compared to primary CU and 

typically developing boys (Kerig & Sink, 2011; Krischer & Sevecke, 2008). Another 

study using a mixed-sex sample of adolescents relatedly found that those high on CU 

behaviors and anxiety also had more trauma exposure (Kahn et al., 2013), highlighting 

the risk conferred for additional psychopathology in the secondary subgroup. 

Processes Involved in Neighborhood Influence Across Subtypes 

Given the positive associations between trauma exposure and antisocial behavior, 

researchers have been curious about the processes involved in the cultivation of this 

“mask.” Many dimensions of emotion regulation have been implicated in theory and 

confirmed in research of emotional responses to trauma that provide support for acquired 

callousness. For example, youth who have experienced trauma may exhibit lack of clarity 

and poor emotional awareness, given associations among posttraumatic symptoms and 

difficulty identifying and describing one’s own emotional states (Yehuda, Steiner, 
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Kahana, et al., 1997). Ford’s (2009) posttraumatic “survival brain,” or a state in which 

higher-order processes devoted to emotion and behavior regulation are overridden, 

suggests youth who experience trauma are at increased risk for poor impulse control, 

which may underpin the heightened behavioral dysregulation and reactive aggression 

exhibited by traumatized justice-involved youth (Stimmel, Cruise, Ford, & Weiss, 2014). 

Another  process implicated in the relation between antisocial behavior and trauma 

exposure is posttraumatic overmodulation, which is characterized by excessive control or 

repression of unwanted emotions (e.g., via dissociation, avoidance, or numbing) and has 

been evidenced by neurological hypoarousal (Frewen & Lanius, 2006; Lanius, 

Vermetten, Loewenstein, et al., 2010). 

 Research on mechanisms involved in the development of emotional deficits 

among individuals with CU behaviors is scarce, though some work suggests 

overmodulation regulates extreme arousal associated with exposure to trauma by some 

individuals with posttraumatic symptoms (Felmingham, Kemp, Falconer, et al., 2008). 

Consistent with these conclusions, the relation between CU and trauma exposure was 

mediated by emotional numbing (particularly of sadness and fear), avoidance, and 

dissociation (Kerig et al., 2012; Mozley, Lin, & Kerig 2017). A study of  youth from 

under-resourced, urban communities similarly found that youth with the greatest 

exposure to community violence exhibited the lowest levels of depressive symptoms 

(Ng-Mak, Salzinger, Feldman, & Stueve, 2010), and lowest resting heart rates (Cooley-

Quille et al., 2001; Cooley-Quille & Lorion, 1999). This pattern of findings suggests that 

youth exposed to high levels of community violence may go through a desensitization 

process (Fitzpatrick & Boldizar, 1993) that represents a means of coping with chronic 
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stressors (Osofsky, Wewers, Hann, & Fick, 1993), and adapting to chaotic communities, 

where these experiences are commonplace (Cooley-Quille et al., 2001). This work with a 

high-risk sample is consistent with findings that youth exposed to high levels of 

community violence exhibit lower levels of emotional distress, presumably stemming 

from emotional numbing (Gaylord-Harden, Dickson, & Pierre, 2016; Ng-Mak et al., 

2010). Moreover, detained adolescents who were regularly exposed to community 

violence (witnessing or hearing about) exhibited higher levels of CU behaviors, which 

suggests these experiences desensitize some youth to violence around them (Kimonis, 

Frick, Muñoz, & Aucoin, 2008a). Thus, youth who experience overmodulation may be 

more likely to evidence CU behaviors than youth who do not engage in overmodulation 

(Mozley et al., 2017).  

Interpersonal trauma exposure (e.g., domestic or community violence witnessing 

or victimization) is associated with overmodulation (D’Andrea, Ford, Stolbach, 

Spinazzola, & Van der Kolk, 2012; Green, Goodman, Krupnick, et al., 2000; Kerig, 

Ward, Vanderzee, & Moeddel, 2009) and may be specifically implicated in CU 

behaviors. Adolescents who reported exposure to interpersonal trauma displayed higher 

CU behaviors, and associations between interpersonal trauma exposure and CU were 

mediated by numbing of fear and sadness (Kerig et al., 2012). Exposure to interpersonal 

trauma has also been differentially associated with symptoms of overmodulation like 

dissociation (Briere, 2006), avoidance of negative emotions (Batten, Follette, & Aban, 

2002), difficulty labeling emotions (Cloitre, Scarvalone, & Difede, 1997), and fear of 

emotional experiences (Tull, Jakupcak, McFadden, & Roemer, 2007). This 

desensitization/numbing view of a callous-unemotional behavioral style is indicative a 
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buffer from adverse emotional impact due to environmental chaos (Brody et al., 2001; 

Ellis et al., 2011; Gorman-Smith et al., 2004; Leventhal & Brooks-Gunn, 2004).  Thus, 

acquired CU behaviors may represent an appropriate or expected adaptation to adverse 

environmental experiences (Belsky & Pluess, 2013; Del Giudice, Ellis, & Shirtcliff, 

2011) that may promote resilience among youth. 

Emotion recognition and regulation are often considered in the context of primary 

callousness. Nevertheless, research specifically exploring primary CU and emotion 

regulation is sparse, though research exploring distinctions in emotion processing across 

youth with CP and youth with co-occurring CU and CP provides some insight into 

potential relations between CU and emotion regulation. Youth with CU exhibit deficits in 

reinforcement learning and difficulty recognizing and processing certain emotions (Blair 

et al., 2006; Marsh et al., 2008). In particular, youth with CU behaviors exhibit lower 

levels of response to fear and have difficulty recognizing fear in others (i.e., emotion 

recognition deficits), which is correlated with reduced amygdala activity (Jones, Laurens, 

Herba, Barker & Viding, 2009; Lozier, Cardinale, VanMeter, & Marsh, 2014; Marsh et 

al., 2008; White et al., 2012) and diverted attention from emotionally significant aspects 

of their environment (i.e., eye gaze, Adolphs et al., 2005; Dadds et al., 2014; Dadds et al., 

2008; Whalen, 2004). Thus, this pattern of findings is consistent with lowered  

responsiveness to parents and others’ distress. 

Impact of Family Environment Across Subtypes 

The family environment and parenting practices are not only affected by 

conditions in the larger community, but also associated with differential displays of youth 

behavior due to transactional processes between youth and aspects of the family 
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environment. However, the conclusions drawn from this literature with regard to CU are 

limited given that most research compares youth with CP with and without CU. Some 

researchers purport that CU behaviors can be influenced by and directly influence 

parenting behavior. For example, negative dimensions of parenting, including parent-

reported harshness toward their preschooler-aged children (Waller, Gardner, Hyde, et al., 

2012) and corporal punishment in middle childhood (Pardini, Lochman, & Powell, 2007; 

Viding, Fontaine, Oliver, & Plomin, 2009) predicted higher levels of CU behaviors into 

adolescence (Frick et al., 2003b). Higher levels of parental warmth are associated with 

lower levels of CU behaviors; furthermore, greater parental involvement and lower levels 

of physical punishment lead to decreases in CU behaviors over time (Pardini et al., 2007). 

Although exposure to these parenting behaviors is not uniquely linked to the development 

of CU behaviors, and effects and transactional processes of certain parenting practices 

likely vary by subtype of youth CU. Given this, the family environment is also important 

for the conceptualization of etiological and functional models of CU behaviors among 

youth because the affective quality of parent-child relationships may be integral to the 

process of socializing youth with high CU behaviors (Pasalich, Dadds, Hawes, & 

Brennan, 2012).  

Existing research indicates a potential link between parents’ style of emotion 

socialization and levels of youth CU behaviors, though these relations have received less 

attention in the literature. Indeed, one of the most influential ways parents socialize youth 

about emotion is based on how parents appraise and subsequently respond to youth affect 

(Eisenberg, Cumberland, & Spinrad, 1998). Eisenberg and colleagues (1998; 1999) 

theorized that parents who ask questions and label their child’s emotions may be 
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scaffolding a greater awareness and understanding of emotions in their child, which is 

considered a building block of empathy (Baron-Cohen, Golan, & Ashwin, 2009). Parent 

emotion socialization styles are characterized as either supporting/coaching or dismissing 

of emotions (Gottman, Katz, & Hooven, 1996; Pasalich et al., 2014). According to 

Gottman et al. (1996), parents that validate and accept youth affect, encourage youth 

expression of positive and negative emotions, and see emotions in youth as opportunities 

for intimacy and teaching are engaging in “emotion-coaching.” In the context of exposure 

to community violence, supportive relationships with caregivers have a promotive 

relation with CU (Davis, Ammons, Dahl, & Kliewer, 2015), indicating that supportive 

relationships with caregivers may compensate for risk associated with exposure to 

community violence by interacting with CU behaviors to protect against adverse 

outcomes (Luthar, Cicchetti, & Becker, 2000; Luthar & Goldstein, 2004).  

Similarly, Kochanska (1995) argued that youth who are fearful, consistent with 

correlates of secondary CU, internalize parental socialization norms more readily. Among 

youth relatively high in anxiety and CU behaviors, exposure to a relatively non-coercive 

and corrective parental discipline style promotes conscience development, whereas 

exposure to negative or harsh parenting practices impedes development of conscience 

and prosocial values (Gershoff, 2002; Kochanska, 1995; 1997). Gentle parental discipline 

is purported to elicit sufficient levels of discomfort or anxious arousal that fosters internal 

attributions and effective processing of parental socialization messages for some youth 

(Kochanska, 1995). However, a callous interpersonal style may be an adaptive response 

to harsh environmental conditions, including parental rejection, among youth with 

secondary CU (Skeem, Edens, Sanford, & Colwell, 2003).  By this same token, poor 
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parenting practices have the potential to negatively influence the development or display 

of CU behaviors among some youth. Lower levels of parental warmth and involvement 

are prospectively associated with CU behaviors for youth low on anxiety, suggesting a 

warm and present parenting style may act as a protective factor against CU behaviors for 

some youth (Pardini et al., 2007). Therefore, youth’s ability to internalize parental efforts 

and parents’ practices related to emotion socialization may both play an integral role in 

shaping CU behaviors and other psychopathology among some youth. 

The interpersonal style among youth with primary CU may be the result of a 

constitutional emotional deficit that interferes with socialization processes during early 

conscience development (Kimonis et al., 2008a).  “Emotion-dismissing” parents 

invalidate youth affect, encourage avoidance and/or minimization of emotions involving 

negative feelings, and tend to want to change or fix negative emotions quickly (Gottman 

et al., 1996; Pasalich et al., 2014). Parents of youth with combined CU and CP are more 

likely to adopt styles that are less accepting and more dismissing of youth emotional 

displays of anger and/or sadness (Pasalich et al., 2014). Further, consistent with social 

learning theory, parents who are less accepting of their child’s emotions are less likely to 

provide an appropriate model of interpersonal behavior that clearly values and considers 

emotions in others. Youth with high CU behaviors (and co-occurring CP) have reported 

poorer quality parent-child relationships, marked by parents’ disrupted emotional bonds 

with their child (Fite, Greening, & Stoppelbein, 2008) and less warmth in the parent-child 

relationship (Pardini et al., 2007; Schneider, Cavell, & Hughes, 2003), as well as harsh 

forms of parental discipline (e.g., corporal punishment) (Hastings, Zahn-Waxler, 

Robinson, Usher, & Bridges, 2000). These parent-child interactions contribute to and 
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lower levels of expressions of guilt following transgressions, concern for other’s feelings, 

and moral internalization (Gershoff et al., 2002; Hasting et al., 2000; Kochanska, Gross, 

Lin, & Nichols, 2002). Theories posit that transactions between child-specific 

characteristics like fearlessness and uninhibited temperament and the socializing 

environment could disrupt parents’ efforts to promote conscience development and 

processing of punishment-focused environmental cues (Cornell & Frick, 2007). 

Therefore, youth with a fearless temperamental style (consistent with primary CU) may 

fail to outwardly exhibit comparable levels of distress to parental socialization attempts 

that are non-coercive and not power assertive compared to more fearful youth 

(Kochanska, 1991). Some research supports these notions in that when being disciplined, 

youth with high CU and low anxiety appear to have attenuated motivation to internalize 

messages regarding the importance of not harming others due to their lack of sufficient 

arousal by punishment (Dadds & Salmon, 2003; Fowles & Kochanska, 2000; Pardini, 

2006), which could be related to their lowered responsiveness to context.  

Taken together, the pattern of findings of relations among parenting, CP, and CU 

suggests that some youth with CU behaviors are responsive to the family environment 

and the quality of parenting practices confers risk or resilience for psychopathology, 

whereas other youth with CU are not as affected by parent-child interactions, in positive 

or negative ways, indicating that in the context of negative parent-child interactions, CU 

may serve a protective function. Among youth with CU behaviors, fearless youth 

developing in contexts that lack sufficient warm and effective emotion socialization may 

have attenuated risk for negative outcomes compared to fearful youth that develop in 

similarly adverse environments. To evaluate this possibility, it is important to explore the 
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function of CU behaviors in high-risk contexts; indeed, there could be disparate 

developmental pathways that contribute to risk or resilience among youth with primary 

and secondary CU behaviors that may stem from transactional processes between the 

youth and family environment. 

Impact of Peer Interactions Across Subtypes 

Similar to other contexts previously reviewed, there is a dearth of research 

exploring peer interactions across subtypes of CU. However, extensive work comparing 

youth with CP and CU vs. CP on peer processes, like deviant peer involvement and peer 

rejection, has been conducted (e.g., Haas et al., 2011). The scarce literature investigating 

the association between CU behaviors and social functioning is mixed (Haas et al., 2011; 

Piatigorsky & Hinshaw, 2004), but review of relevant extant literature makes it clear that 

some youth who affiliate with deviant peers fail to manifest negative outcomes and some 

of these peer behaviors may be normative (Price et al., 2019). In addition to deviant peer 

affiliation, peer rejection is typically examined with CP and both processes have been 

implicated in the development and maintenance of CP (Chen, Drabick, & Burgers, 2015). 

Deviant peer involvement and peer rejection have been conceptualized as indications of 

the social network construction and social standing of the youth. The sequential 

mediation model construes peer rejection and deviant peer affiliation as two factors that 

mediate the relation between disruptive behavior problems in early childhood and more 

severe CP into adolescence, highlighting differential effects of peer rejection in childhood 

versus deviant peer affiliation in adolescence (Coie & Miller-Johnson, 2001; Dierkhising, 

Ko, Woods-Jaeger, et al., 2013; Goldstein & Rider, 2013; Hyde, Burt, Shaw, Donnellan, 

& Forbes, 2015). This model also theorizes that behavior problems are shaped by 
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parenting and other larger socioecological contexts early in childhood (Chen et al., 2015; 

Coie & Miller-Johnson, 2001; Laird et al., 2001).  

Association with deviant peers describes spending time with peers who engage in 

aggressive and risky behaviors like substance use, truancy, and theft (Price et al., 2019). 

Theories around these factors provide mixed guidance for hypotheses that could be 

related to differences among youth with CU. The most consistent finding across studies 

of peer relationships of youth with CP and youth with co-occurring CP and CU suggests 

that the latter group is more likely to associate with deviant peers (Goldweber, Dmitrieva, 

Cauffman, Piquero, & Steinberg, 2011; Kimonis et al.,  2004). In addition, peer rejection 

assessed through peer-, parent-, and teacher reports is related to CU (Barry, Barry, 

Deming, & Lochman, 2008; Graziano, Ros, Haas, et al., 2016; Waller, Trentacosta, 

Shaw, et al., 2016), even when youth levels of CP are controlled (Piatigorsky & Hinshaw, 

2004). Thus, the few studies assessing peer relations among youth with CP and elevated 

CU behaviors indicate that this group may experience peer rejection in addition to 

deviant peer affiliation and, therefore, it is important to consider possible reasons for 

these problems with peers.  

Historically, youth with CU behaviors were thought to present as undersocialized 

aggressive, meaning these youth are more likely to engage in antisocial or aggressive acts 

alone rather than in the context of the peer group (American Psychiatric Association, 

1980; Hewitt & Jenkins, 1946; Quay, 1993), whereas antisocial behaviors displayed in 

group contexts may require more planning and organization due to the necessary 

involvement and collaboration of multiple peers. Research also suggests that youth with 

co-occurring CP and CU behaviors have the tendency to be more aggressive 
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(Crapanzano, Frick, Childs, & Terranova, 2011), more likely to display premeditated and 

planned aggression (Frick et al., 2003a; Kruh, Frick, & Clements, 2005; Pardini, 

Lochman & Frick, 2003), and more likely to engage in bullying behaviors compared to 

youth with CP (Ciucci et al., 2014; Fanti, 2013; Fanti, Frick, & Georgiou, 2009; Fanti & 

Kimonis, 2012; Golmaryami et al., 2016; Viding, Simmonds, Petrides, & Frederickson, 

2009).  

Matlasz and colleagues (2019) recently found that CP were associated with peer 

nominations based on social status (e.g., “dominant”), whereas co-occurring CP and CU 

were associated with peer nominations based on negatively valenced emotions (e.g., 

“mean,” “cold,” “not nice”); lower perceived individual attributes considered to underlie 

success in social situations (Barry et al., 2008; Haas, Waschbusch, King, & Walsh, 

2015); and poor social support, indicating that CU behaviors are linked to problematic 

interpersonal functioning beyond what is associated with CP (Andrade, Sorge, 

Djordjevic, & Naber, 2015; Waschbusch & Willoughby, 2008). Some researchers argue 

that youth with significant emotion dysregulation, CP, and CU may be rejected by peers 

as a result of their aggressive behavior. On the contrary, youth with CU also appear 

capable of forging and maintaining comparable quantities of friendships as youth without 

CU or CP despite reported levels of aggression and peer dislike (Muñoz et al., 2008), 

underscoring in-group differences among youth with CU behaviors. Therefore, this group 

of youth with CU could overlap with those more similar to primary CU behaviors, 

indicative of reduced environmental influence on their behavior.  

Given this pattern of findings, one candidate factor affecting the relation between 

deviant peer involvement and CU is the child’s social adjustment. No study to date has 
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directly compared the status and social skills across subgroups of youth with CU to test 

for possible differences. However, numerous studies have linked emotion dysregulation 

to problematic peer interactions and relationships, offering possible reasons why youth 

without co-occurring CU are confronted with peer rejection. Specifically, there is an 

association between emotional dysregulation and peer rejection (Dodge & Pettit, 2003), 

and youth with CP tend to be disliked and rejected by conventional peers (Dishion et al., 

1991), which is likely related to their lack of appropriate social skills (Loeber & 

Farrington, 2001). This social deficiency could increase the likelihood of affiliation with 

deviant peers that support, encourage, and maintain their antisocial behavior (Chen et al., 

2015; Dishion et al., 1991; Laird et al., 2001; Vitaro, Brendgen, Tremblay, 2000).  

However, children with CP without CU behaviors have been shown to display 

problems in emotional regulation (Frick et al., 2003b; Loney et al., 2003; Pardini et al., 

2003). Only one study has assessed deviant peer affiliations among youth with CP with 

and without CU and found youth with CU and CP exhibited the highest level of deviant 

peer association (Kimonis et al., 2004), and this relation was mediated by problems in the 

child’s social relationships and ineffective parenting practices (Kimonis et al., 2004). 

Youth who exhibit aggression and poor self-regulation, for example, are rejected by the 

normative peer group because these behaviors violate accepted social and developmental 

norms. Moreover, this peer rejection fosters opportunities to build relationships among 

youth with problem behaviors, which in turn provides a proximal context wherein deviant 

peers influence youth to commit antisocial acts and antisocial behaviors are expressed 

and valued (Lacourse et al., 2003; Patterson, Dishion, & Yoerger, 2000). This highlights 

the possibility that youth with co-occurring CU and CP may overlap with youth in the 
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acquired CU (primary variant) group due to environmental sensitivity. It is therefore 

possible that problems in social adjustment may also be more related to deviant peer 

affiliation in youth with acquired CU behaviors. 

Although few in number, studies that have examined the relation between self-

perceptions of social skills and CU behaviors have noted differences among youth with 

CP with and without CU. By definition, youth with CU behaviors exhibit several core 

emotional deficits, including impairment in sharing in another’s feelings (affective 

empathy; Anastassiou-Hadjicharalambous & Warden, 2008) and difficulties 

understanding another’s feelings (cognitive empathy; Dadds et al., 2009), that possibly 

undermine healthy social interactions (Pasalich, Waschbusch, Dadds, & Hawes, 2013). 

Therefore, youth with CU behaviors are less likely to respond to and recognize other’s 

negative emotions (i.e., fear and sadness; Pasalich et al., 2013). Yet, despite being aware 

of the consequences of their own aggressive actions on others (Pardini, 2011), youth high 

on CU behaviors exhibit less physiological responsivity to other’s distress (de Wied, Van 

Boxtex, Matthys, & Meeus, 2012) and evidence deficits in emotion recognition (Dadds et 

al., 2006; Blair, Budhani, Colledge, & Scott, 2005; Munoz, 2009). Youth with CU are 

also relatively accurate when perceiving other’s intention of behaviors (Frick et al., 

2003b), aware of appropriate social problem solving skills (Waschbusch, Walsh, 

Andrade, King, & Carrey, 2007), and cognizant of their poor social abilities compared to 

youth with CP alone (Frick & Dantagnan, 2005; Haas et al., 2015; Willoughby, 

Waschbusch, Moore, & Propper, 2011). Thus, youth with CU potentially engage in 

antisocial behaviors not because of misperceptions, but rather because they have deficits 

in appropriate levels of prosocial emotions (e.g., empathy, caring for others; Frick & 
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Morris, 2004) and do not express expected levels of concern about the negative 

consequences of these behaviors on others (Pardini, 2011; Willoughby et al., 2011).  

This pattern of findings suggests that youth with CU behaviors, as opposed to CP, 

may be less affected by poorer quality relationships. Consistent with this possibility, 

youth with CU behaviors are less likely to report feelings of loneliness, which is defined 

as an awareness of poor social functioning, and a distressing feeling or other negative 

reaction to this perception (Asher & Paquette, 2003; Houghton et al., 2017). This 

definition suggests that there is a subset of youth who exhibit poor social functioning 

without having some negative reaction to peer rejection (Haas et al., 2018). This 

decreased distress to problematic social functioning is consistent with evidence that CU 

behaviors are associated with a lack of distress (Frick & Morris, 2004). Moreover, youth 

with CU and CP have impairments that disrupt socialization processes that typically 

discourage antisocial behaviors (Blair et al., 2006; Dadds & Salmon, 2003), including 

decreased physiological responsiveness to negative emotions (Loney et al., 2003), 

distress cues (Blair, 1999), and negative facial expressions like fear (Blair et al., 2006; 

Dadds et al., 2006). Yet, given the dearth of research into self-perceptions of others and 

social functioning in youth with CP or CU and CP, it cannot be concluded that CU 

behaviors are uniquely correlated with poorer perceived social functioning or whether the 

association remains in the context of ratings by others of youth social adjustment or 

social skills as opposed to self-report (Haas et al., 2018).  

Taken together, youth with CU behaviors generally designate a group that does 

not demonstrate typical or expected levels of care about either one’s actions or the impact 

of their actions on others (Frick et al., 2014b), though there may be differences in these 
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associations  among youth with CU. Moreover, the apparent lack of interest to develop 

meaningful relationships for some youth with CU (Pardini, 2011) implies a negative 

association between CU behaviors and loneliness. Thus, some youth with CU behaviors 

may be protected from subjective feelings of loneliness or other internalizing symptoms 

in the context of problematic peer relationships given their indifference to their poor peer 

performance (social skills), as well as making or having friends (Haas et al., 2018). 

Indeed, for some youth CU behaviors my act as a buffer against negative outcomes and 

emotional experiences associated with peer rejection through less emotion dysregulation, 

decreased recognition of negative emotions, and dysfunction of emotion processing than 

youth with CP alone or CP and co-occurring CU, though research is wanting. Reflecting 

on the sequential mediation model (Chen et al., 2015) in addition to these distinctions 

among social functioning, CP, and CU, it is possible that some youth may be protected 

from certain negative associations and/or sequelae typically related to these problem 

behaviors through differences in environmental sensitivity, which may contribute to 

multifinality in peer processes among youth with CU. 

The Conceptual Model of Heterogeneity of CU Behaviors 

Youth with CU behaviors have historically been studied as a homogeneous group 

characterized by distinctions in severity of CU behaviors (e.g., Blais, Solodukhin, & 

Forth, 2014; Flexon & Meldrum, 2013), though early theories regarding CU behaviors 

suggest that presentations of individuals with CU behaviors are more heterogeneous than 

distinctions solely based on symptom severity (Cleckley, 1941/1976; Karpman, 1941). 

Contemporary research similarly supports disaggregating those with CU behaviors by 

variant type or onset (Fanti et al., 2013; Flexon, 2015; Vaughn et al., 2009), underscoring 
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the potential for diverging developmental pathways through transactional processes with 

contextual factors. Secondary psychopathy in adults has been described as a 

representation of a severe form of environment-contingent emotional disturbance 

(Yildirim & Derksen, 2015), though not all youth with CU behaviors develop 

psychopathy (multifinality; Fanti et al., 2013; da Silva, Rijo, & Salekin, 2012). There 

could be an environmentally influenced pathway in which contextual factors, such as 

community violence exposure, can lead to decreased sensitivity to emotional stimuli 

(desensitization; Cooley-Quille et al., 2001) and this change in emotional processing can 

lead to the development of CU behaviors in some, but not all, children (Frick & Morris, 

2004; Kimonis et al., 2004). Conversely, youth with (primary) CU behaviors may be less 

responsive to negative emotional experiences in the proximal psychosocial environment. 

As stated, compared to youth with CP only and typically developing youth, youth with 

CU exhibit fear processing deficits (Jones et al., 2009; Lozier et al., 2014; Marsh et al., 

2008; White et al., 2012), lack of attention to emotional stimuli (Dadds et al., 2014), and 

impaired responsiveness to and recognition of negative emotional cues (Dadds et al., 

2008), all of which may affect responsiveness to others’ distress and ability to benefit 

from parental efforts to emotionally socialize, model, and promote appropriate coping 

strategies. 

Consistent with this possibility, CU behaviors were negatively associated with 

trait anxiety when the level of CP was controlled in a high risk community sample of 

youth in middle to late childhood (Pardini et al., 2007). In addition, the relation between 

CU and traumatic experiences is mediated by numbing of their own emotions (e.g., fear 

and sadness) (Kerig et al., 2012), underscoring the possible association among emotion 
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processing deficits, desensitization, and attenuated moral development with increased 

exposure to physical and psychosocial stressors in high-risk communities. Though sparse, 

research in noninstitutionalized samples suggests youth with CU behaviors may either 

present as primary (constitutionally callous-unemotional) or secondary CU, acquired as a 

result of environmental insult (e.g., parental rejection, overindulging, community 

violence exposure) (Falkenbach et al., 2008; Flexon, 2016; Karpman, 1941/1948). 

Evidence for this subgroup division is supported by disparate findings across transactions 

among parenting influences and CU. Ineffective parenting was more strongly associated 

with CU and externalizing problems among youth with moderate levels of CU in 

community-based samples in middle childhood (Hipwell, Pardini, Loeber, et al., 2007; 

Oxford, Cavell, & Hughes, 2003) and in clinic-referred youth in middle childhood to 

adolescence (Wootton, Frick, Shelton, Silverthorn, 1997) than those with relatively high 

levels of CU. Taken together, youth with CU who are low on anxiety (primary variant) 

show deficits in extinction tasks, consistent with underactivity of the amygdala (Arnett, 

Smith, & Newman, 1997) in response to emotional stimuli (Hiatt, Lorenz, Newman, 

2002; Newman, Schmitt, & Voss, 1997; Sutton, Vitale, & Newman, 2002). In contrast, 

the group with CU but high on anxiety (i.e., secondary variant) shows higher levels of 

past child abuse and trauma in incarcerated adult samples (Blagov, Patrick, Lilienfeld, et 

al., 2011; Poythress, Edens, Skeem, et al., 2010).  

If youth with primary CU are less responsive to context, ratings of parenting 

practices across parents and youth may greatly vary. Some researchers have found no 

association associations among youth reported negative parenting variables and CU 

(Viding et al., 2009) whereas others using parent reported negative parenting variables 
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found an association with later CU behaviors (Frick et al., 2003b; Pardini et al., 2007), 

highlighting the lack of sensitivity to the parenting context in some youth with CU. The 

environment-contingent emotional disturbance, which is illustrated by development of 

CU behaviors, includes emotional numbing, avoidance, and dissociation, all of which are 

associated with decreases in recidivism among traumatized detained youth with CU 

(Mozley et al., 2017). Thus, despite evidence that CU behaviors are associated with more 

negative outcomes, it is possible that youth with CU behaviors and trauma histories may 

have better outcomes than those without CP or with CP alone. This work suggests the 

need for different treatment approaches to the two variants of youth with CU behaviors 

(Kimonis et al., 2012) given the relatively limited number of studies on community-based 

or at-risk samples of youth with CU behaviors (Lee et al., 2010).Taken together, 

secondary CU behaviors are associated with exposure to adverse contextual influences, 

but these behaviors may also buffer risk for distress and additional psychological 

difficulties in the context of exposure to negative influences through youth 

desensitization.  

Clinical Implications 

Youth with acquired (secondary) CU may therefore benefit from interventions to 

address CU behaviors and co-occurring internalizing and/or externalizing problems that 

focus on enhancing parenting practices given the purported environmental sensitivity 

present in this subgroup. However, the limited nature of the current research constrains 

what conclusions can be drawn about the function of CU behaviors. Additionally, less is 

known regarding CU behaviors among ethnic minority youth in contextually 

disadvantaged circumstances, a critical gap given their heightened risk for presenting 
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with CU behaviors and CP and disproportionate representation in low income, urban 

environments (Aneshensel & Sucoff, 1996; Ezpeleta et al., 2001; Lanza & Drabick, 2011; 

Leventhal & Brooks-Gunn, 2004) and callousness in higher risk neighborhoods (Meier, 

Slutske, Arndt & Cadoret, 2008). As CU behaviors increase as SES decreases (Sadeh et 

al., 2010), CU behaviors may be adaptive and serve to buffer risk under certain 

contextual demands, like limited resources and violence exposure, though more work is 

necessary to evaluate this possibility.  

Some research on treatment response for antisocial behavior has focused on the 

impact and influence of CU behaviors (Wilkinson et al., 2016), yet drawing conclusions 

from extant literature for various methodological and possible conceptual reasons is 

challenging. This body of work is clouded by the inclusion of CP with CU. The typical 

approach for treatment of CU behaviors is behavioral interventions, though interventions 

differ in the direct recipient of the interventions, as well as methods, contexts, and 

reporters of CU behaviors (Hawes, Price, & Dadds, 2014).  

Higher levels of pretreatment CU are related to worsened responsiveness to 

treatment on measures of CP and  youth with CU behaviors, compared to youth solely 

with CP, are typically thought to be treatment resistant (Houghton et al., 2017; Wilkinson 

et al., 2016). Indeed, youth with CP and high CU are less responsive to treatments 

focused on the reduction of negative parenting than those without CU behaviors (Drugli, 

Fossum, Larsson, & Morch, 2010; Haas et al., 2011; Hawes et al., 2014; Hawes & Dadds, 

2005) and those who have lower levels of CU (Hawes et al., 2014). Youth with high CU 

behaviors respond poorly to interventions that incorporate prosocial skill development 

(Houghton et al., 2017), parent training (Dadds, Cauchi, Wimalaweera, Hawes & 
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Brennan, 2012), reduction of negative parenting (Haas et al., 2014), and anger 

management and problem solving (Caldwell, McCormick, Umstead, & Rybroek, 2007). 

Youth with high CU have unique neurocognitive characteristics that could guide the 

individualization of treatments (Frick et al., 2014a), like an overfocus on rewards to the 

exclusion of punishment cues (O’Brien & Frick, 1996; Pardini, 2006). Given this, it is not 

surprising that standardized behavioral interventions that incorporate punishment and 

reward techniques are less efficacious treatments of CU behaviors (Haas et al., 2011).  

In contrast, there is evidence that CU behaviors may be malleable (Hawes & 

Dadds, 2007) and because the family environment is important for shaping CU behaviors, 

this context can be improved through parent training interventions under certain 

conditions (Bansal et al., 2019; Hawes et al., 2014), such as parent training based on 

social-learning theory (O’Connor et al., 2013). In particular, early intervention may be 

useful for youth with CU behaviors (Viding & McCrory, 2012) and some appear to 

particularly respond to parent-focused interventions and warm parenting practices 

(Waller et al., 2013). Moreover, CU has predicted improvement in social skills and peer 

ratings, problem solving, and negative behaviors in time-out after controlling for CP and 

attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, which indicates that CU does not consistently 

predict worsened response to treatment (Haas et al., 2011). Some have found that CP, not 

CU, is uniquely associated with peer rejection post-treatment (Haas et al., 2011) whereas 

others found the opposite relation among CU and peer sociometrics (Piatigorsky & 

Hinshaw, 2004), though this difference could be due to differing methods of obtaining 

youth CU ratings. Taken together, the mixed nature of the effect CU has on response to 

treatment could indicate a need for specificity in the classification of youth with problem 
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behaviors to individualize treatments and thereby increase treatment efficacy and 

effectiveness. The pattern of these findings also highlights the possibility of 

disaggregating youth with CU behaviors based on levels of co-occurring problems and 

responsiveness to contexts, consistent with the two subgroups previously reviewed. 

Incorporating joint behavior training methods for parents and youth may be better able to 

capture and treat individual differences in context responsiveness across subgroups of 

youth with CU, but more work is fundamental in making these determinations.  

Directions for Future Research 

One issue that confounds present abilities to draw conclusions is the usual 

reliance on single raters for youth CP and CU. Parent and teacher ratings of CU usually 

are only modestly correlated and vary for many reasons including CU and CP typically 

present more severe in the home versus school setting (Burns, Walsh, Servera, et al., 

2013; De Los Reyes, 2011), parents are typically actively involved and enroll youth into 

mental health treatment (Bansal et al., 2019), and teachers may be better reporters of 

problem behavior, especially at school and with peers, given the breadth of their 

experience with youth (De Los Reyes, 2011).  

Another gap lies in the study of CU behaviors exclusively with CP, which 

typically involves comparing youth with CU and CP as a homogeneous group with 

varying levels of CU behaviors to youth with CP alone and healthy controls. Therefore, 

examining CU behaviors independent of CP may better elucidate the associations among 

diverging presentations of CU behaviors with contextual influences beyond CP. Most of 

what is known about CU behaviors is gleaned from research using justice-involved (Kahn 

et al., 2013) and clinic-referred samples (e.g., Hawes & Dadds, 2007; Manders et al., 
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2013). As such, work considering community-based samples are paramount to ascertain 

whether distinct subgroups of youth with CU behaviors can be identified (Cecil et al., 

2014) and thus whether findings from justice-involved youth generalize to other high-risk 

samples of youth (Kahn et al., 2013). It is also important to seek to replicate results in 

samples with a large number of ethnic minority individuals and in low-income samples, 

especially given that concerns about the validity of CU behaviors in ethnic minority 

samples have been raised (Edens & Cahill, 2007), and rates of trauma may be especially 

high in low-income samples (Berger, 2005). Moreover, the secondary variant of 

psychopathy may be more common in samples with high levels of psychosocial stressors. 

Accordingly, consideration of low income, urban settings is important given that CU 

behaviors may be adaptive in contexts in which remaining calm and regulated may buffer 

the impact of exposure to adverse experiences (e.g., community violence), despite 

evidence that CU behaviors typically confer risk for more negative outcomes. In addition, 

assessment of the relations between CU behaviors and internalizing symptoms (i.e., 

anxiety and depression) is an important understudied area that is garnering more attention 

recently. Consideration of typical versus atypical development, which could indicate 

whether CU behaviors may be adaptive in some contexts, would also be useful for future 

research. Last, person-centered analyses, which allow for the exploration of diverging 

behavioral profiles (e.g., Libon et al., 2014), would be helpful for identification of 

distinct subgroups of youth with CU behaviors that may differ in terms of correlates, 

developmental trajectories, and treatment outcomes. Such an approach could facilitate 

identification of youth with a worse prognosis and application of individualized 

treatments that can address CU behaviors among youth.  
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